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The Yeor's Work in Seriols z 1982

Benito M. Weber

"Incredible things are happening in the world," he said to ljrsula. "Right
there across the river there are all kinds of magical instruments while we keep"on
living like donkeys. "

Gabriel Garcia M6rquez *
One Hundred Years of Solitude

The literature and events covered in this review will be divided into
the following areas: journal publishing, economic considerations and
document delivery; automated systems and bibliographic control; eval-
uation and use of collections; resource sharing and pieservation activi-
ties; organization and administration of seriali acti;ities.

JounNeL punLrsHrNc AND EcoNoMrcs
Serials librarians constitute one group of professionals who are pain-

fully aware of the proliferation of journal publishing. winkler (11i82b,

, 
*An.asterisk followinga title or a surname in the text indicates the entry element un-

der which that citation will be found in the "References. " Entry elements ?or other cita-
tions are given-in parentheses or indicated in the customary author-date style; however,
in these annual reviews, date is included in the text reference only ifit is ottrer ihan I 982.

Benita M. weber is Head of the serials Department, General Library, university of
New Mexico, Albuquerque.
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offers a very detailed look at some of the variables involved in this phe-
nomenon. Kronick, * in a review of this work, points out several discrep-
ancies with regard to the lack of clarity or logic in statistics presented, but
he feels that ihe book as a whole is provocative and raises important

process for 1983.^ 
Since most U.S. libraries' serials collections comprise predominantly
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ports, not surprisingly, that librarians have shifted funds from the
monographic budget to pay for serials. While that trend has slowed
down, it has not stopped altogether. Libraries are also canceling sole
subscriptions as opposed to duplicate or branch copies as before. The

cal for libraries to order from and pay directly to publishers, especially
when some publishers give discounts to libraries for direct ordeis? Paul
(1982a,34) is somewhat convincing until he muddies the waters with
mention of several labor-intensive tasks that he claims could be avoided

"free lunch, " exchange programs do offer an alternative method of ac-

increased availability of Soviet serials from vendors, exchanges were not
necessarily cost-effective, even though their "hidden costs" were mini-
mal (Stevens).

One footnote to the whole economics of serials business deserves spe-
cial mention and as many brickbats as we can toss. In an advertisement
for Journal of Nutrition for the Elderlt, Haworth Press, publisher of many
library-related journals, announced the following pricing structure:
Indiv iduals-$2g;  Inst i tu t ions-$5O; L ibrar ies-$82!  To cal l  th is
outrageous and library-way robbery is a gross understatement.
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ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING AND DOCUMENT DELIVERY

rapidly and steadily forward.
At l'east one 'nerjio.r of the electronic journal is right around the cor-

The ADONIS project, reported in this review article last year, con-

tinues to be of inieresr for itt tackling of the electronic problems from

both ends: storage and delivery. The six publishers-Academic Press,

Blackwell Scientihc Publications, Elsevier Science Publishers, Perga-

sadly, still must rely on the archaic postal systems. That seems some-

what akin to bringing the Columbia space shuttle back from California to

Florida in covere-cl titgons. One ofthe primary aims of the ADONIS
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9{g" p"_t acc€ss to them out of the realm of the possibre for many users.
flth-oug-l full text retrieval is a very significant d'evelopment, it is doubt-
ful that libraries en masse will rush to cancel their hird-copy subscrip-
tions to those titles available online.

BrnlrocnePHlc CoNTRoL AND AUToMATEo Sysrrus
That b€te noire of 1981, AACR2, proved to be less ferocious in 1982

than expected. Serials catalogers, tholgh still faced with some unsettled
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year's end the other two CONSER members in the Research Libraries

will be shared or contributed to a nationwide database (Library Issues,
273).

ANSI (American National Standards Institute) 239 Subcommittee E
continued tryingto hammer out a standard for detailed serials holdings
statements. In what has become a trial by fire, the subcommittee was
attempting to resolve criticisms of its third draft at the end of 1982. The
relationship of this standard to existing standards (principally the one for
su.Tm,ary holdings statements, 239.+2) and to future developments is
critical. work also continued on development of a method for-exchang-
ing holdings/location data in machine-readable form. While 239.{2
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point rather than the primary access point to the material on which it

appears" (Matson, 342).- 
The automation of serials activities' and especially the chronicling

ing day. "
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tron.

Ever,uarroN AND Usn or Cor,tncrroNs

Collection evaluation for serials seems to be one area where the pro-
verbial wheel is being reinvented by a variety of people. According to
Downes, no matter how we do it, we are not doing a very good job oTit:'Journal use surveys as conducted thus far can be undersiood best as a
desperate compromise between the two themes of pragmatism and
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hope. Regardless of the techniques used by librarians and others to rank
journal titles according to their level of use, the results have been imper-
fect and unsatisfactory when they have been applied to collection man-
agement"  (Downes 1981,  2-3) .

In this discussion one group ofarticles deserves special attention be-
cause they are concerned with a genre of little-understood, and probably
little-used, publications, namely those of intergovernmental organiza-
tions. It is indeed curious that in one year at least four articles on the
subject have appeared; for too many years those "fugitives" from bib-
liographic control have confounded serials and reference librarians
alike. Two of the articles (Morehead and Harvey) present selected re-
views of serial publications of, for example, the lJnited Nations, its semi-
offrcially related organizations, and the Organization of American
States. A third article covers one of the most infuriating of the category,
the European Community. Kearley*give s a history of the organization,
and describes its infrastructure, its publications, and its distribution of
documents. There is also an annotated bibliography of the more impor-
tant serials titles.

The last article of note is a list of about 140 periodicals, including pub-
lisher name and address, beginning date of publication, frequency and
price, but most important, indexing and abstracting sources for each ti-
t le (Zink). As Zink (p.51) comments, "The state of the art in indexing
periodicals of international government organizations lags far behind.
. . There has not even been a rudimentary attempt to compile a direc-
tory of indexing sources. " These articles contain a wealth of information
to aid in the evaluation, control, and use of the publications of intergov-
ernmental organizations.

IMPBoVED AccEss THRoUGH RNSOUNCN SHARING
AND PRESERVATION ACTTVTTTNS

Why are we seeing a veritable explosion of serials union listing activi-
ties, what does it mean, and where is it leading? The whys have to do
with good timing, available technology, reasonable costs for creation,
and shrinking budgets for acquisitions. The meaning is improved access
for interlibrary loan and other resource sharing programs, though im-
proved delivery has not come as far along. The direction in which it is
headed is still an unknown. Automated union list activities have taken
on a chrysalid form: further along, certainly, than their larval begin-
nings but not yet developed into their ultimate adult structures.

In an effort to prevent several hundred thousand newspaper titles
from becoming fugitive materials, the National Endowment for the Hu-
manities has awarded nearly $1 million to six institutions who will enter
bibliographic information into the CONSER/OCLC database and
holdings into OCLC's union list component. Grants have been given (as
of the end of 1982) to the American Antiquarian Society, the Center for
Research Libraries, Western Reserve Historical Society and the state
historical societies of Kansas, New York, and Wisconsin. These six in-
stitutions will enter about thirty thousand records into the database, pro-
jected to contain some three hundred thousand titles published since
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1690. The project will also include preservation microfilming, on a se-
lective basis, of those titles in danger of disintegration (NEH). It is an
encouraging sign that an agency of the federal government is giving a
significant frnancial boost to bibliographic control, union listing, and
preservation activities, particularly in a time of decreased total federal
support for that agency.

Three institutions whose serials collections are critical to the national
and even international library communities began in 1982 to make their
resources known and available through the OCLC cataloging, interli-
brary loan, and union list subsystems. The Center for Research Li-
braries received a Department of Education HEA Title II-C grant for
retrospective conversion ofits currently received serials and their linking
titles. Approximately half of their 13,750 titles will be unique to the
OCLC database (CRL). Linda Hall Library in Kansas City, Missouri,
a major resource for holdings of scientihc periodicals, began entering its
25,000 serial titles into OCLC. In addition to being able to borrow
through the interlibrary loan subsystem, OCLC members will be able to

quested for filling in gaps or for interlibrary loan purposes. Since the ac-
tual issues, not photocopies, are provided for interlibrary loans, the
usual copyright restrictions do not apply (Universal).

The availability of the OCLC union list component has fostered crea-
tion of numerous state and regional union lists. The Indiana University
Libraries project and the Pennsylvania Union List of Serials were two of
the earliest to be created online. (For general descriptions see Indiana
n.d.. and Carter 1982b.) Two recent additions are those of the North-
east Ohio Major Academic Libraries (NEOMAL) and the New York
state libraries (OCLC-based). The New York effort will coordinate the
serial holdings of more than three hundred organizations, both OCLC
members and nonmembers. The New York effort is significant because,
like the conversion and union list project undertaken by three major uni-
versities in California-Stanford, UCLA, and Berkeley-it represents
an important step toward linking different networks and databases.

As union list and resource sharing projects have flourished over the
past several years, so have we seen a parallel growth in the amount of
published information to aid, guide, and train those about to embark on
their own projects. The proceedings of a workshop devoted to the topic
of union list projects were published last year (Ellsworth). The work-
shop, held in 1979, offered sessions that at the time related the state of the
art. Fortunately, or unfortunately, much has happened in three years;
some of the contents, therefore, contain obsolete information. At the
time of the workshop, for example, implementation of AACR2 was fully
one year away, so problems discussed are more of a theoretical than a
practical nature. One rather curious feature of the book is a section enti-
t led "A Serials Discussion Group: Form of Entry" (Ellsworth, 53-67).
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After discussing diagrammed examples, a question-and-answer session
is reported in detail, without ever identifying the speakers or even the
name of the main session presenter. Those wanting a general treatise on
the topic of union lists will, however, frnd the book interesting. A more
useful tool, for those needing nitty-gritty details and advice about setting
up union list projects, will be Guidelines for Union Lists of Seriak , published
in 1982 by ALA's RTSD Serials Section Ad Hoc Committee on lJnion
Lists of Serials (Bloss). (The frnal draft of this work was discussed in this
review article last year.) Yet another aid recently published is more spe-
cialized. Published by the Midwest Health Science Library Network, it
is designed to help health sciences libraries plan and develop union lists
so that manually constructed l ists can be transferred to machine-
readable format (Notes).

The U.K. Serials Group continued its vigorous activities by publish-
ing the proceedings of its 1981 conference on resource sharing (Gra-
ham). Resource sharing from local as well as international viewpoints is
discussed. One particularly persuasive essay defending the British Li-
brary Lending Division smashes some long-held and well-entrenched
beliefs about local cooperation and union lists (Harris).

While union list projects and resource sharing of all types forge ahead,
the issue of centralization versus decentralization has still not been re-
solved. Three papers presented at the April 1982 SUNY/OCLC meet-
ings explore union list quality-control concerns and requirements from
both vantage points (Bowen). It is clear that there are problems with
both approaches, and no one "best way" surfaces in these presenta-
tions. Maurice B. Line, director general of the British Library Lending
Division IBLLD] , believes there is a best way, however, at least for in-
terlibrary loan activity. He sharply criticizes the decentralized interli-
brary loan system used in the U.S. from various viewpoints. It is not
good at supplying either heavily wanted or little-used materials, the sup-
ply is slow, creation and use of union catalogs can be costly, and demand
is concentrated on a relatively small number of large research libraries.
He outlines the reasons why a centralized system is better, of course cit-
ing the BLLD as a prototype. Line (p.65) summarizes his ideas rather
cynically: "Underlying it all is afeeling that cooperation must be a good
thing. The truth is that librarians huddle together for warmth; coopera-
tion has a nice warm cuddly sound, and resource sharing, though not so
cuddly a phrase, sounds both harmonious and economic." Line hits
hard at the foundation of the U.S. loan system, and he makes it difficult
to refute his ideas.

One method by which access can be continuously assured is by preser-
vation of materials. The NEH newspaper project, which includes pres-
ervation microfrlming, is one example of this, and another is the micro-
frlming of old Latin American serials at the University of Texas Benson
Latin American Collection (Microfrlming). The titles to be microfilmed
and entered in the OCLC database (through a grant from HEA Title II-
C) have been selected because of their vulnerability, rarity, and research
value. The project has two major objectives: preservation of the original
printed artifacts and of their intellectual content, and facilitating access
to these materials by researchers in other locations.
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OnceNrzerloN AND ApvrrurstnATloN
oF SERTALS ACtrVttrns

While we look forward to and prepare for the changes that will affect
our profession, we must, nevertheless, manage the ongoing activities re-
lated to serials and organize ourselves in the manner that most eff,rciently
and effectively leads to provision of services and materials to our users. It
appears that there is still no agreement as to the structure that best meets
this goal. Potter revives the form-versus-function argument by tracing
the history of the establishment of separate serials departments. He de-
scribes the advantage derived from separatism "not in improved proce-
dures but in collection development. Greater attention was paid to seri-
als" (Potter 1981, B7). As a strong proponent of organization by
function rather than format of material, Potter (p.BB) fans the flames of
the controversy with these statements: " Serialists often believe that their
work is more difficult and gives off a brighter aura than the work of other
librarians. . Further, serials librarians are so convinced of the diffi-
culty of their jobs that they almost invariably make their procedures
even more diffrcult as they attempt to anticipate, with elaborate proce-
dures, any foreseeable problems." The second part of that statement
seems so ludicrous that it is hard to accept any portion of his total argu-
ment. Indeed, the only reasonable notion Potter offers finally is that au-
tomation, providing decentralized access to a central serials file, obvi-
ates the need for separate serials processing, and may even lead to the
elimination of traditional technical and public services divisions (Potter,
e2).

Though many serials librarians are not intimately involved in public
service duties, it is imperative that we concern ourselves with the ulti-
mate users and the ease, or lack thereof, they have in using the arrange-
ments and files we create. Two recent articles offer serious testimony to
the importance of this issue. The "serials rnaze," an elaborate flowchart
of twenty-four steps conceived by Pinzelik (p.90), dramatically and
graphically illustrates the tortures a typical patron must endure to find
one periodical article. The possibilities for failure, though not always the
fault of the library, are all too numerous. Pinzelik advocates the use of
serials specialists to serve as intermediaries between the collection and
the user. She concludes (p.94), "Serials are costly to purchase, compli-
cated to process, difficult to frnd, and underused. It is essential that the
additional step of providing adequate public service to the collection be
taken." A study was performed at the University of Illinois, IJrbana
campus library, to determine the success rate of patrons using a serials
catalog of about one hundred thousand titles. Quite surprisingly, the in-
vestigators found that72 percent of the patrons in the study successfully
found the right entry the first time, and another 12 percent located the
needed entry after a second or third try (Golden, 2B). They also found
that implementation of title access using AACR2 rules could have
avoided 20 out of 47 second and third searches. A final interesting statis-
tic showed that 49 percent of the unsuccessful searches were due to pa-
tron failure, while 51 percent were due to errors in the serials file
(Golden, 27). If this study is truly representative of large libraries, it of-
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fers important data as well as a challenge to the creators of serials files.
Two monographs published in 1982 attempt to provide some current

focus on the issue of organization and management of serials activities.
Taylor,* former editor of the witty and lively periodical Title Varies,
writes well, has an overall grasp of the complexities of serials, and identi-
fies developments and trends with a refreshing clarity. His book is a
unique addition to the professional literature in that he explores both
sides of the issues, librarians' and publishers' alike. The second book,
The Serials Collection: Organization and Administration (Melin 1982a), treats
the issues in a more prosaic manner. Five of the fourteen chapters, each
written by a different author, reexamine the form versus function theo-
ries of organization. The remaining chapters deal with AACR2, auto-
mation, and special processing problems of specific types of serial mate-
rials.

FINALE

In reviewing a year's worth of events and literature related to serials
activities, it is tempting to ask, if only rhetorically, whether the develop-
ments represent small steps, medium strides, or great leaps forward for
the profession. As the future is somewhat unknown, it is difficult to mea-
sure the overall value of a particular occurrence, even though at the time
it may appear quite significant.

If the reader will permit this departure from tradition, I will call again
upon GarciaMdrqu,ez' One Hundred Years of Solitude tohelp illustrate the
point. " 'This is the great invention of our time,' exclaimedJos6 Arca-
dio Buendia when presented with a new discovery by the gypsy. Buendia
had at f irst thought, ' It 's the largest diamond in the world.' 'No,'the

gypsy countered. 'It 's ice.' " In synthesizing the developments in the
serials world, it is clear that they prognosticate profound changes in the
acquisition, control, and dissemination of serials. While we cannot think
of these developments in terms of discovering "diamonds," let us hope
they are more signihcant than a rediscovery of "ice. "
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demic libraries are being met by the Consortium to Develop an On-line

Catalog. The consortiuir is interested in libraries with less than 700'000

volumJs. One of its objectives is to work with utilities, vendors, and net-

works in online planning (Heyman).
The consid.mbl. eup-horia'associated with the online catalog is bal-

anced by Matthews (p. i067), who asks: "Is an online p^"p-li: acc€ss cata-

log within the realm^of reafity, or is it a never-to-be-fulfrlled dream of

lib"rarians?" He provides a succinct state-of-the-art review, endingwith

a cautionary note that only time will tell the future role of the online cata-

log, and reminding us that much research needs to be done. Further-

-6r., there are "riany innovations to be marketed before there is any

stability" in the area of the online catalog $one_s,- 120). -
Research projects funded by the Council on Library Resources con-

tinued to p.od,i.. results in igg2. "The CLR Public Online Catalog

Study: An Overview" (Ferguson) describes the scope-of a major Pfoject'
Hildieth* completed a'related OCLC project. He describes and com-

pares ten op.raii.tg systems, with the main emphasis on the."u.ser inter-

Tace.,, Hor^ny,s* study is more limited, but is quite useful with its review

of operating systems.-The older catalog use studies, based on card cata-

logs, appeai to be irrelevant to the online catalog, and we can exPect a

ne* *i"e of use studies with new research designs'

BIBLIOGRAPHIC UTILITIES

Among the major bibliographic utilities, it is not surprising. that the

largest liierature ivas devotEd io OCLC. As is the case with other utili-

tieJ, the provision of descriptive cataloging data-for the construction of

local catalogs and for acceJsing network resources-continues to be the

most eff,rcieit and most basic OCLC service. Sawyer* examines the use

of archival tapes in a research libraries network. Wanninger* raises

questions as to dysfunctional aspects of a database as large as_OCLC,

especially in view of the high peicentage of duplicate entries. Cargille*

explores'the question of wheiher one should input a new. record into

Oe lC or adapt an existing record when catalogin-g a variant edition.

Reynolds* e*aLrines the exftnt and consequences of variations-when lo-

cal data are entered in OCLC. Finally, the expanding role of the net-

work service center in OCLC is dis
At midyear Shurkin* reported sr

fore his article was published, an ar
been completed (Arms). By Octobr
"RLIN's recent performance has ir':
t imistic about the future. In "R
(Dailey) we have two detailed comparative analys-es of the two systems'

tft.y ii. case studies based on the actual use of the two systems in one

library.
wiih its Bibliographic service Development Program, the council on

Library Resourc6s ii a major force in the evolution of an interconnected

nationll bibliographic ditabase. In considering the background of

BSDp's work, J"onis (p.111) tries to "identify and record the status of
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various elements that, taken together, form our defacto nationwide bib-
liographic record system. " The problem, in terms of user service, is not

CoNcr,usroN

around storage, retrieval, and transfer of bibliographic data, rather than
the structure ofthe data (except, ofcourse, the problem ofstandardizing
frle_s with AACR2, and the stiucturing of systems of subject access).

Research areas related to a successful move into the eia of the online
catalog began to take shape. The human element-both in the organiza-
tional setting of the online catalog and the interaction between people
and machines-was recognized as a central issue that has to b; de;lt
with. There were tensionsbetween the demands of local collections and
the commitment to network and international standards. The relation-
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eral eloquent statements about limitations of our current theory,-philos-
ophy,  ind pract ice,  no one produced an agenda that  departs

significantly from the course to which we are committed.
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NOMINATIONS FOR I9B4
ESTHERJ. PIERCY AWARD

Nominations for the 1984 EstherJ. Piercy Award are now being accepted. They
should be submitted by December 1, 1983, to Don Lanier, Chair, EstherJ.
Piercy AwardJury, 613 Ball  Ave., DeKalb, IL 60115.

The Piercy Award was first presented in 1969. Its purpose is to recognize con-
tributions to librarianship in the field of technical services by a younger
librarian-one who has no more than ten years of professional experience and
who has shown outstanding promise for continuing contributions and leader-
ship.

The award may be granted for:
o leadership in professional associations at local, state, regional, or national

levels;
r contributions to the development, application, or utilization of new or im-

proved methods, techniques, and routines;
. a significant contribution to professional literature;
o conduct ofstudies or research in the field oftechnical services.

Renominations of nonrecipients are acceptable.
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Subfect Cotologing in 1982

Consfonce Rinehort

A
ArrnoucH THE AUTHons of a major review of five years of subject anal-
ysis literature announced early in their article that they were omitting
from consideration "subject analysis as typically practiced in academic
and public libraries" (Travis, 123)-the topics normally discussed in
these lft ZS narratives-the phrases that reflect their concerns, such as
controlled vocabulary, free-text searching, and automated indexing are
appearing with increasing frequency in what one might consider the
"standard" journals of librarianship and technical services. The typical
practice of subject analysis in libraries is changing dramatically as the
online catalog becomes more prevalent and more sophisticated.

Toor,s oF THE Tneor

Some of the new texts and revisions of familiar tools that have ap-
peared during 1982 serve to illustrate these developments. Hagler and
Simmons, in an interesting and unusual work on basic bibliographic in-
formation and its treatment in automated systems, remark that "varia-
tions on these techniques [of classification and subject headings] which
were not feasible in manual systems are now frequently offered in
computer-based ones. These include citation indexing, the use of rele-
vance weighting in word-counting, keyword indexing, and the employ-
ment of Boolean logic" (Hagler, 235). Foskett,* in the most recent edi-
tion of his treatise on subject analysis, has been able to omit the chapter
on computers as being suffrciently familiar and has increased the space
given to such automated aspects as derived indexing and computer-
based postcoordinate systems.

Designedly far more limited than Foskett's text are those of Rowley
(1982a), which omits any study of classification although it deals rather
generously with PRECIS, and Brown,* which even in its first edition
equated subject analysis and indexing.

To prepare the way for current considerations of the Library oJCongress
Subject Heading Zzsl [LCSH], Kirtland* and Cochrane have compiled a
bibliography of crit ical evaluations generally covering the period

*An asterisk following a title or a surname in the text indicates the entry element un-
der which that citation will be found in the ' 'References. ' ' Entry elements for other cita-
tions are given in parentheses or indicated in the customary author-date style; however,
in these annual reriews, date is included in the text reference only ifit is other than 1982.

Constance Rinehart is Professor and Assistant Dean. School of Library Science , Uni-
versity of Michigan.
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19++-79. The commentary accompanying the list indicates that major
revision is a necessity if LCSH is to continue as a useful tool. In another
background study, Boll* concludes that even if LC subject heading pol-
icy has continued to follow Cutter's principles, applications of the policy
have been changing in recent decades. Boll's concern is not so much that
subject headings (terms reflecting the major subject of a work) are in
some cases being applied as if they were descriptors (terms describing a
single phase of the work), but rather that these changes appear to have
been made in response to pressure in individual cases rather than follow-
ing from the development of new guidelines. Criticism of the basic policy
itself is voiced by Mischo (1982a), who feels that Cutter does not offer a
sound theoretical base for the subject access system needed in a research
library; problems cited include use of synonymous headings, lack of full
indexing, and inadequate cross-references. Wepsiec (p.25) suggests that
among the factors behind LC's "non-adherence to hierarchical princi-
ples .l . [are] l) the absence of precisely defined boundaries for some
subject fields; 2) the generally complex nature of relationships among
concepts in the social sciences; and 3) the nonexistence of a detailed,
comprehensive LCSH code for the guidance of the librarians who estab-
lish headings."

While Cochrane is investigating the possibility of a cooperative solu-
tion to some of these general problems (LC), others are inclined to be-
lieve that solutions must be worked out by individual libraries. Recog-
nizing that LC probably cannot_undertakelarge-scale subject revision in
its current economic situation, Holley and Killheffer suggest that a sin-
gle institution can improve subject access at a reasonable cost through
"automated subject searching and the use of machine readable author-
ity files" (Holley, 128). This approach would require, however, that LC
update its subject authority file and make it available in machine-
readable form, and that programs be developed for access to the file.

Specific problems have been addressed as well. Berman* offers direc-
tions for libraries or other agencies attempting to increase subject access
(1982b) and provides lists of subject terms to replace or augment those
used in standard cataloging copy (1982a). Greenberg* examines the
characteristics of scope notes in LCSH and gives examples of notes that
carry out different functions. Perreault* discusses the problem of chang-
ing place-names, and Studwell (1982a) suggests some additional period
subdivisions for one geographic area.

Meanwhile, a new edition of the classifred list of LC subject headings
has been published (Williams), and ALA's Resources and Technical
Services Division began a series of institutes devoted to LC's subject-
heading practices and policies (RTSD). The Sears List, that smaller and
ever-more-distant relative of LCSH, appeared in a new edition during
the year (Westby).

THE CARD Cerer,oc Oxr-rnn
Discussion of subject access in online systems has displayed a rather

discouraging acceptance of the limitations of standard systems and a dis-
maying tendency to assume that keyword searching will provide all the
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subject information that a database can offer. In an address at RTSD's
Silver Anniversary Program in 1981, Will iamson (p.12a) pointed out
that in spite of all our technological advances, little has been done to
change the ways in which a user can get at the contents of a library cata-
log. "We have perfected the catalog which has existed for more than one
hundred years without significantly improving the kinds of biblio-
graphic and subject access that the catalog might provide. Nor have we
experimented sufficiently with possible new approaches to subject re-
trieval of bibliographic items which modern technology could support. "
Williamson fears that online bibliographic databases, which offer more
effective search tools than the traditional catalog, and business informa-
tion systems, which give direct access to data, may draw information
seekers away from libraries to commercial and general use online ser-
vlces.

Lipow,* speaking at an RTSD program on "Subject Analysis in the
Online Environment" at the 1982 ALA Annual Conference, pointed
out that subject headings enable the catalog user to get at retrospective
titles; her conclusions were confirmed by Pease* and Gouke in the re-
port of a study of catalog use at Ohio State lJniversity.

_ An early report on the findings of the Online Public Access Catalog

IOPACI Evaluation Project, administered by the Council on Library
Resources, indicated that catalog users had a strong interest in increased
subject access (Besant). In spite of the opportunities offered by online
searching, however, results of the OPAC study showed that most users
of online catalogs could make a subject search only by entering terms
from LCSH (Hildreth 1982b,129). The consequences of this have been
summarized by Cochrane* and demonstrated through a study by
Gouke* and Pease, who found that an unexpectedly large number of us-
ers took a subject approach to the online catalog even when the only in-
formation given was the title, and that these searches always failed in the
catalog on which the study was based.

Clearly, something more is needed. Although Wilson (1983) opened
RTSD's 1982 preconference on "Prospects for the Online Catalog"
with the suggestion that redefinit ion of the purpose of the subject
catalog-not deeper indexing-held the answer, others view the present
state of things as merely a necessary phase, to be followed by such en-
hancements as combined searches, more points of access, the addition of
nonlibrary records, etc. (Gorman, 1982b). Salmon (1983) reported at
the 1982 preconference that several online library catalogs allowed some
sort of combined subject search, resulting in a keyword type of ap-
proach, and Rowley described one online system under development
that would permit subject searching under any "verbal subject state-
ment" (1982b, 264). Settel* and Cochrane reminded those responsible
for catalog development of their 1976-77 project aimed at augmenting
the subject descriptions in MARC records by using terms or phrases
from the index or table of contents.

The lack of subject access, free-text searching, or any approach by
classification number are familiar problems in reference use of OCLC
(Miller). The RLIN database, on the other hand, can be searched by
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phrases, free-text words, or subject headings, capabilities that prompted
Northwestern lJniversity Library to offer users of its online catalog a
precoordinated, alphabetical subject index or list of subject headings
and subdivisions (Horny 1982a,1982b). The University of New Bruns-
wick, on the other hand, has attempted to increase subject access "by
breaking keywords out of precoordinated subject strings and titles" (Al-
len, B), although this made it impossible to search precise titles. Access to
the New Brunswick catalog is also possible through classification num-
ber, which is handled as if it were a single-word entry (Clinton).

Mischo (1982b) has investigated a system for generating additional
access points from assigned subject headings and tit le words, and
Hildreth (1982a) considers the use of browsing in the online catalog as a
form of subject access. A subject authority file generated from the
OCLC records has been proposed both as a way of reducing subject
heading errors in the database and as a way of providing an index to it
(O'Neill). No practicing cataloger will be surprised to learn that topical
headings have been found to occur most frequently even in the online
catalog, followed by personal, geographic, and corporate names
(Markiw).

Rnr.erno DEvELOPMENTS

The need for subject access to collections of archives and manuscripts
has been proposed as a question for study (Bearman). Original order is
the principle usually followed in organizing these materials, but Boles*
argues that documents should be arranged in the simplest order that will
still permit access, whether this is the original order or some other. Con-
cerned that archival systems rely too heavily for subject access on the
researcher's interaction with the archivist, Pugh supports the use of in-
dexing to increase subject access to record groups and individual papers
and suggests that "archivists may have unnecessarily neglected the idea
of subject access" (Pugh, 42) in their efforts to separate archival han-
dling from library processing. Although Pugh equates classification with
shelf location-'(only one aspect of the book can be retrieved through
the classification scheme alone" (Pugh, 34)-she does offer some useful
basic distinctions between the two fields.

Following an investigation of the subject approach in a special kind of
archive, Nasatir* suggests that LCSH be used for catalog descriptions of
machine-readable data files, supplemented by documentation and in-
dexes as necessary. In order to increase subject access, titles of machine-
readable data files should contain as many descriptive terms as are appli-
cable; lists of useful terms should be worked into interdisciplinary
thesauri, which in turn would be used to provide standard subject ac-
C C S S .

Two descriptions of online retrieval systems for collections of photo-
graphs have been presented, one using a "turnkey" system (Logan) and
the other proposing a faceted classification to provide access (Batty).

One of the more unusual developments in subject access is the crea-
tion of a method for indexing recorded materials for the blind in which
index words are "superimposed over the recording of the narrated text
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at 16 times the speed of the text. The index words are heard and under-
sto_od only when the cassette player is in the fast-forward mode" (Hagle,
267). The process makes the use of recorded materials easier and holds
considerable promise for the production of recorded reference works as
well as for the indexing of more usual recorded texts.

CLASSIFICATION

^ In one of the papers presented at the ALA/RTSD Subject Analysis
Committee's 1982 program on "subject Analysis in the Online Envi-
roffnent," Svenonius (1983) reminded the audience that classification
is also of value to the automated catalog and suggested that both classifr-
cation theory and classification practice mighf iee a revival of interest
because of their relevance to online systems. Richmond, speaking on the
same occasion, went even further and offered it as her "considered opin-
ion . . that there is not a very great future in the use of keywords, Bbol-
ean al-gebra, or LC subject headings in online searching. It is more likely
that classification will be mandatory" (Richmond 1983, 92). While onb
tt_'-3jgt contribution to classification theory appeared during the year
(Universal), only the practice of classification-has been able to spark
much comment in the United States.

For followers of one popular system, the Dewey Decimal Classifica-
t1o1 [OOCJ , two extremely useful manuals appeared during the year.
Osborn* includes recent history of the scheme and a discuJsion of its
characteristics, as well as extensive exercises in anilyzins DDC num-
bers, assigning numbers to topics described, and reclaisifying from
older DDC numbers to those of edition 19. Osborn's work was followed
later in the year by the authoritative Manual on the (Jse of the Dewey Decimal
Classification (Comaromi 1982b). While more difficuit to ,rse is a rext-
book for beginners, this publicaiion should be of great value to students
as well as to practicing classifiers; proceeding in schedule order, the ma-
jor section of the Manual discusses the structure of each class or table and
contains commentary intended to help with the classification of problem
topics and the use of difficult sections of the scheme.

Discussion of the DDC has included Gray's call for "conservative re-
construction" (p.47), as opposed to the current enthusiasm for "phoe-
nix" revisions,'-and jonestf humorous but thoughtful considerati,on of
the treatment of extraterrestrial beings in DDC. Hassell* compares
DDC's enumerative music schedules to a faceted, performance-oriented
arrangement, but concludes that such a major change is unwarranted.
Linden* also considers the degrees of change in DDC and what they
mean to library staff at the local level, and the DDC editor has reported
on problerns brought to his attention during a tour of England and Scot-
land in 198l  (Comaromi 1982a).

- .-Except for'Geiger's* compleiion of a key for the location of subject
bibliography in LC's classZ, comments on the Library of Congress clas-
sifrcation related to purely local problems (Crumb, Studwell tOe2b) ana
tended to illustrate the maxim that cataloging solutions coine full circle
about every fifty years. Activity has begun toward an updating of the
Lynn-Peterson Alternatiue ClassiJicationfor Cathotic Books (Classifiiation),
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and Gorman (1982a) suggests that both LC and DDC should appear in
brief versions useful ior shilf arrangement, while the full numbers would
be used for machine manipulation.

Two British medical librarians (Whitsed, Palmer) described the p19b-
lems encountered in converting to the classification of the National Li-
brary of Medicine [NLM], and a British NLM users group held its first
meeting in May (National).

DDi's relati'oi, the lJniversal Decimal Classification [UOC], is also
alive and reasonably healthy in much of the world. Goossens* traces
UDC's base in Dewey and developments in the nineteenth century,
while de Regt* stresses the problems that arose in the 1970s between the
traditional view of UDC as a library classification and the modern at-

tions.

tion, was described in some detail during the year (Datrlberg). A univer-
sal scheme that has been under development since 1970, the ICC uses a

decimal notation and features the combining of concepts both within
subject groups and between subject groups.

Shelf arrangements of all sorts are described by Hyman,,* who in-

cludes a lengtliy bibliography on the subject and a reprint of the Reader
Interest Claisiircation developed by the Detroit Public Library in the

1940s and frrst published in 1959.

CoNcr-usror.t

newer and far more effective procedures.
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'- 
o distinguished teaching in the area of cataloging and classification.

Renominations of nonrecipients are acceptable.
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Developments in MicrogroPhics,
"Fqir Use," ond Video
Technology , 1982

Koren Nodeski ond Jock Pontius

T
I 

"" "ro* 
1982 may have been a transitional one for micrographics.

Two professional societies decided to change their names to reflect their

orien^tation toward management systems, while another reorganized to

accept personal membe.siips only. The library of CongresJ [LC] an-

,rorp..d its intention to give minimal level access to all microforms, and

the Association of Reseirch Libraries [ARL] Microform Project acted

as liaison for several cooperative microform cataloging projects. Finan-

cial problems, meanwhile, forced the_National Archives and the Foreign

N.oirpup.r Microhlm Project to cutback on their activities. Many bib-

liogt"phi. guides and gonLrnment documents were issued for the first

titti. iir micioformat utrl u few organizations began to test the capability

of video/optical discs to store prini and nonprint-maleriaf.1 A number of

state-of-the-art articles were^written on video/optical disc technology

while micropublishing proved middle-aged enough to merit a book on

its history. *i.rg nes.laich's statistical su=rvey of photocopying practices

in libraries creited considerable controversy and was used by both Ii-

braries and publishers in support of their widely differing viewpoints.

MEETINGS AND ORGANIZATIONAL ACTIVITIES

ce for the 80s" was the theme of the
rn convention held in St' Louis in
its, however, were library oriented'
:rographics Association [NMA] and
duilty shifted to the data processing

market, which has the funds to purchase and to develop new manage-

*An asterisk following a title or a surname in the text indicates the entry element un-

der which that citation wilt be found in the " References.'' Entry elements for other cita-

tio". 
"r" 

gi"." in parentheses or indicated in the customary author-date style; howe-v-er,

in these ainual revie*s, date is included in the text reference only if it is other than I 982 .

Karen Nadeski, Assistant Librarian, andJack Pontius, Asso_ciate L_ibrarian, are mem-

i..r of ,fr" rt"ff of the lJniversity Librarie-s at Pennsylvania State University'
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corporated as the Microform Association of Great Britain and will now

The eighth annual Microforms conference met for the first time in
conjunction with the second annual Serials conference and the third an-
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MICROFORMS IN LTNNENTNS

LC announced plans to create minimal level records for all micro-

forms, with some being upgraded to full records when their research

value or demand meritJ it. The Microform Reading Room staff began

tify commercially produced microform cataloging records which meet

.ralional standardi and to develop cooperatite microform cataloging
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University. Areas covered include facility design, upgrading of equip-
ment, staff training, and collection development. Tannenbaum (1981)
discussed the design of a microform reading area and gave guidelines for
lighting, temperature, aesthetics, and noise control. Farrington* re-
viewed the three ways of housing microforms-centralized, decentral-
ized, and a combination of the two-and the public service ramifications
of each method. Although written for businesses, Exelbert and Poli's ar-
ticles reviewed and illustrated the various microform storage and frling
devices that are available (Exelbert l992c; Poli). Mclntosh* suggested
methods that libraries can use to promote actively their microform col-
lections: good signs, interesting displays, demonstrations, and media
contacts.

The libraries of the University of Minnesota, the Pennsylvania State
University, and the John F. Kennedy-Institut ftir Nordamerikastudien
Freie lJniversitit in Berlin recently produced guides to their microform
collections (Harmon 1981; Pontius;John). The Penn State guide was
computer-produced to allow for easy updating; an article by Pontius dis-
cussed the use of "canned" computer programs to produce such guides
(Pontius 1981). Sixty percent of the holdings of the library of the Ken-
nedy Institut are on microform, with the collection being particularly
strong in manuscript and archival material.

In addition to the Microform Association of Great Britain's new jour-
nal, Microfilm (d Video Sltstems* also began publication in England last
year. It plans to cover developments in micrographics and related tech-
nologies in the United Kingdom and Europe. The new ten-year cumula-
tive index to Microform Reaiew" will help librarians locate both reviews of
collections that they are considering for purchase and general articles on
the use of microforms in libraries.

The antimicroforms quote of the year was made by Raymond Mason
Taylor, the new superintendent of documents, at the fall 1982 meeting
of the Depository Library Council to the Public Printer. "I DESPISE
MICROFILM," Taylor said, "but I am an economic realist, and I am
pragmatic in my approach to the acquisition of information" (as quoted
in Schwarzkopf ,242). Other people also expressed concern about the
amount  of  deposi tory mater ia l  being d is t r ibuted on microf iche.
Hernon* did a survey of actual and potential use of government publica-
tions with emphasis on the use of microformatted documents. FIe sug-
gested that the change in format may result in a decline in the use of
document materials. In a discussion of the transfer of information from
the government to library users, Morehead* cautioned that indiscrimi-
nate conversion by the Government Printing Office to microfiche will
result in greater user "disaffection.'' He cited as an example his dismay
that House and Senate bills are now being sent to depository libraries in
microformat. Similarly, McClure wrote that "depository librarians
were on the receiving end of utilizing a technology over which they had
litt le input as to its appropriateness" (McClure, 261).

A more positive approach is taken by Morton in his discussion of new
management problems created by the GPO microfrche program. (Mor-
ton 1982b). Zink* emphasized that the proper handling of microforms
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means more than simply being concerned with special storage require-
ments. Several of these articles stressed the importance of well-designed
microform reading areas and high-quality reading and duplication
equipment. Of course, microforms librarians have argued for the same
things for years.

An article reviewing possible uses of microform tools in technical ser-
vices stressed that quality standards must be followed for them to be suc-
cessful (Schleifer). Several major bibliographic aids were either an-
nounced or issued for the first time in microformat during the year.
These included Books in Print, American Book Publishing Record,
1876-1981, and the catalog of the Center for Research Libraries. It was
also announced that the French books in print (Les Liares Disponibks)
would be offered in an alternative microfiche edition beginning in 1982
(After).

The National Union Catalog will be issued in index/register format on
microfrche beginning in 1983 (LC). At the ALA San Antonio Confer-
ence, it was reported that Neutspapers in Microform will become NUC/
Newspapers and be run from the CONSER database. In 1983, it will be
issued in paper only, but LC hopes to have a fiche version by 1984 and to
integrate it into the new index/register format by 1985. The National Reg-
ister of Microform Masters is being split between serials and monographic
titles. The serials will be included in a new publication, NUC/MicroJorms

for Serials, to be run from the CONSER database on the same schedule as
NUC/Newspapers. Monographic microforms will be included in NUC/
Books. Both will list service copies as well as master negatives and five-
year cumulations may be considered (Howard 1983).

In an important article, Schwarz* analyzed all aspects of the conver-
sion from card to COM catalogs, including database management, bib-
liographic control, micrographic decisions, cost outlays, and relations
with vendors. Bryant* cautioned that COM is losing ground to online
access as the cost of storage and terminals declines. Several articles re-
ported on research relating to already existing COM library catalogs.
Hodges* and Bloch tried to determine if microfiche or microf,ilm COM
catalogs were easier and faster for patrons to use and found little differ-
ence. A survey ofCOM catalog users at the lJniversity of British Colum-
bia attemptedto analyze attitudes about the format, filing arrangement,
and indexes. The sample survey forms will be of interest to any library
considering a similar survey (Simmons, 53).

Several important articles relating to microformatted serials were
published late in 1981 or in 1982. A short article discussed practical cri-
teria to consider when selecting journals to be retained in microformat
(Grochmal 1981). Another article presented formulas to be used when
considering a serial microform conversion. The formulas allow a library
to determine the number of years remaining before total shelf capacity is
reached and to compare the cost of binding and storage for paper versus
microform (Gleaves). Roughton* and Roughton examined a number of
journal titles available on microfilm and found many_problems, e.g.,
missing issues, poor photography, confusing box labels, and inconsis-
tent frlming of indexes. As a result, they suggested caution when decid-
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ing to convert to microformat. Similarly Bailey* argued that indexes
should always be included at the beginning of the same reel as the issues
even if this would delay the frlming of the title. Burke* described a pro-
gram ofsplicing together short runs ofajournal to save storage space.
The article includes a bibliography on splicing microfilm by Hubbard
Ballou. This issue of splicing microfilm rolls together was also raised in
the "Action Exchang-"* column of American Libraries, and generated

nicipal documents (Brown).
The debate over whether to stay in-house or use a service bureau for

EqurrunNr

copiers in a business to improve productivity (Moore, T').
Reviews of several microfrche readers and one microfilm camera ap-

peared in the Micrographics Equipment Reuiew, dated 1981 but not pub-
lished unti l 1982 (Safftdy 1981b). It should be mentioned, however, that
these reviews are sometimes criticized for containing "very little evalua-
tive material" (NRCd Abstracts, 160). Each issue of Reprographics-

Quarterfu* includes brief versions of NRCd equipment reviews. Types-of
micrographic equipment reviewed this year included (see bibliography
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under journal title for exact references): library microfilm readers, por-
table microfiche projectors, a portable microfiche reader, readers for ei-
ther fiche or aperture cards, a reader for roll 105mm COM frlm, and
reader-printers.

An entire issue of Librar2 Technologlt Reports was devoted to photocopy-
ing machines. It included an introductory essay, a discussion of various
self-control devices such as coin attachments, and reviews of fifteen pho-
tocopiers (Photocopying Equipment). Articles in Reprographics Quarterlt
that review photocopying equipment are listed in the bibliography un-
der the name of the journal. Kodak introduced its Ektaprint 250, which
offers automatic two-sided copying and can make up to 5,000 impres-
sions an hour (Kodak). Since traditional "face down" copiers fre-
quently damage library materials, a Swiss firm's claim to have devel-
oped an upside down copier was of interest (Upside).

Many interesting articles appeared on technical aspects of micro-
graphics. A copy of a new New York City anhydrous ammonia regula-
tion for duplicating equipment was published (New York). Morton dis-
cussed the issue of acid-free inks for processing Government Printing
Office microltche (Morton 1982a). (Some will question such concern for
diazo microfrche!) Veaner presented another view in the ongoing debate
over the value of nonsilver microfilm. After reviewing the facts about
different film types (diazo, vesicular, silver), he suggested that attention
be given to forming a "national micrographics trust" to see that new
masters are created according to established standards and that master
negatives are stored under proper conditions and are available for dupli-
cation (Veaner 1982b, 308). An intriguing news item told of an award
being given to a library equipment technician for an invention to pre-
vent, among other things, the scratching of microfilm by reader-printers
without automatic glass flat opening devices (Microfilm Invention). A
new method of microfilming X rays to retain necessary density changes
and detail not possible in ordinary filming was described in an article by
Bach. * Hopkins* described a prototype microfiche image transmission
system being developed for the Navy which will allow microf,rche images
to be transmitted electronically and reconstructed at remote sites. Lee*
reviewed various existing and prototype updatable microform systems.
An Australian firm claimed to have developed a process for printing mi-
crographic images onto cellulose acetate (Plain). A review of color mi-
crofilm systems found that problems still exist with color stability and the
ease with which color film can be damaged (Gunn). Complaints about
color stability of cinema film have implications for microforms because
the same processes are frequently used (Colour 1982). Leavitt* de-
scribed a new frlm by Polaroid that should be more permanent than dye
lmagmg.

"FArR IJSE"

The concept of "fair use" was constantly discussed in one context or
another throughout 1982. The publisher interpretation of this phrase
was favored in out-of-court settlements the Association of American
Publishers made with the American Cyanamid Company (Reuter) and
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E. R. Squibb & Son, Inc. (Fields 1982b), but sti l l  pending is another
Iawsuit frled in December against New York University, nine of its fac-
ulty members and a commercial copy center near the campus (AAP;
Palmer). Depending on its outcome, important precedents may be set
for higher education in general.

The American Library Association issued a model policy concerning
photocopying within the academic community last April (Model). An
Association of College and Research Libraries survey seemed to indicate
that, if anything, librarians were being too conservative in their inter-
pretation of ' 'fair use' ' (Butle r , 125) . King Research released its statisti-
cal study on the photocopying of copyrighted works in libraries in May
(McDonald), and until the end of the year this report was cited by pub-
lisher and librarian alike in support of their contradictory viewpoints
(Savage 7982a, 1982b). Although providing a wealth of information
about photocopying practices and recent trends in serial publishing, the
findings were inconclusive in regard to the crucial question of how the
1976 act had affected libraries and publishers and the interrelationship
of photocopying and publishing revenue (Photocopying).

The Copyright Office presented its review of the hve-year-old copy-
right law to Congress after considering the data contained in the King
report and having also held hearings in five major cities (U.S. Copyright
1983). In general, although the case for libraries is presented, the report
appears to endorse the publishing community's interpretation of the
law. Among the seven nonstatutory recommendations it makes are:
adopting collective l icensing arrangements, encouraging adequate
funding for library services, and investigating further a surcharge on
equipment, compensation systems based on sampling techniques, and
new technology issues. Its key statutory recommendation is to enact leg-
islation for an "umbrella statute," long favored by publishers (Fields
1983 ) .

The controversy surrounding home video recordings has been in the
news since the Supreme Court ruled in favor of lJniversal City Studios
in its suit against Sony Corporation of America for copyright infringe-
ment in October 1981. ALA recently issued guidelines regarding off-air
taping for educational purposes, which were developed under the aus-
pices of Congress (Guidelines), but revisions may be necessary depend-
ing on the eventual outcome of the Universal/Sony suit and pending leg-
islation that would introduce compulsory licensing and royalty fees for
video recorders and tapes (Fields 1982a; Most).

This increased pressure for compulsory licenses has also been felt
abroad. One of the amendments to the Australian copyright law in 1980
was a statutory license for educational institutions to make multiple cop-
ies within prescribed limits subject to payment of royalties if demanded.
The arrangement appears to be working reasonably well, although there
has been no agreement on the scale of royalties to be paid, and there is
some friction between authors and publishers concerning the allocation
of royalties (And). Great Britain's Green Paper on copyright reform,
released inJuly 1981, has caused as much furor as our own King report.
It too suggests a blanket licensing scheme. A White Paper will be issued
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this year, and a lively public debate is anticipated (Problems). Mean-
whi le ,  the Ar t ic le  Del ivery over  Network Informat ion Serv ice
IADONIS] is scheduled to begin operation from a center near the British
Library Lending Division early in 1 984 (Brandehoff) . Scientific, techni-
cal, and medical publishers are hoping that this service will finally allevi-
ate some of the copyright and publishers' cost-recovery problems long
associated with local photocopying. The system is limited to Burope at
present, but there are plans to extend it to the United States and Can-
ada.

MTCnOpUnLISHING

Alan Meckler's* book on the history of scholarly micropublishing was
the most important title published on the subject during 1982. Providing
important background for understanding the development of micropub-
Iishing in the United States between 1930 and 1980, it also records the
continued resistance among scholars to microforms and the failure of
micropublishing to live up to the expectations of pioneering scholars, li-
brarians, and entrepreneurs. Veaner, in a paper presented as part ofthe
RTSD Silver Anniversary Program, reviewed the past, present, and fu-
ture of micrographics and reprographics (Veaner 1982a). However,
Selwyn claims that microforms have never reached their full potential as
a publishing medium, and it is now too late because of the challenge of
video and electronic publishing (Microforms). Nevertheless, Davies* is
probably correct when he says that both print and microfilm will have a
place for many years.

Several articles discussed noncommerical microfilming. Griffiths*
described quality assurance methods used by the Genealogical Society of
IJtah, where more than 1,200,000 reels of microfilm have been pro-
duced over a forty-year period. Ronen* reviewed the Harvard Law
School project to film 6,000 volumes to save shelf space and preserve de-
teriorating research materials. In the second part of a two-part article,
Baker* discussed the preservation microfrlming program of the New
York Public Library from 1930 to 1960. Boylan* and Shores wrote
about four cooperative microf,rlming projects of the Center for Research
Libraries to frlm retrospective materials from developing countries.

Because of financial problems, the ARL Foreign Newspaper Micro-
frlm Project reduced the number of titles either purchased or frlmed by
the project and announced that the Center for Research Libraries would
assume responsibil i ty for the administration of the Project (CRL
1982a). Also, a list of newspapers available to subscribers was issued for
the frrst time in many years (CRL 1982b).

Gray's article on commercial microfrlming presented personal views
that many librarians will question. For example, he asserts that 16mm
cartridge microfrlm was a "major step forward in microfilm technol-
ogy" that librarians have failed to use because they are addicted to
35mm microfilm (Gray 1982a). Abbott's* article on methods of convert-
ing one microformat to another is of interest because of the information
it provides about Readex Microprint's recent conversion of some collec-
tions from microprint to microfiche or microfilm. Concern about the fu-
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ture of Readex Microprint was expressed at the midwinter meeting of
the International Documents Task Force. Questions were asked as to
whether Readex will continue to publish in microprint, and whether the
publisher will continue to develop a much needed printer for opaque ma-
terials (Hoffmann).

Several articles described the development of specific collections.
Moller* reported on the efforts of the Canadian Institute for Historical
Microreproductions to film all books published in Canada through
1900. Allen* traced the history of theJoint Publications Research Ser-
vice translations through its various microformat and publisher
changes. Gray recorded the development of a history of economics series
for source documents of major writers in the field of econ.omics, e.g.,
Adam Smith (Gray 1982b). Maxwell* discussed the filming of materials
in Malthus' library atJesus College. Meckler* provided case studies on
the development of the League of Nations collection by Research Publi-
cations, (p.96-115) and the Congressional Information Service index to
congressional publications and the related microfiche collections
(p.116-33). Finally a micropublication actually made the pages of the
Neu York Times when a controversy arose over the filming of the papers
of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(Rule).

The largest microform publishing project to be announced during
1982 was Research Publications' Eighteenth Centurlt collection, which will
make available selective titles published in English (books, pamphlets,
ephemera) between 1 701 and 1 800. To be issued over a twenty-year pe-
riod beginning in 1983 , this title continues two earlier collections cover-
ing British imprints from 1475 to 1700. Access to the Eighteenth Centurlt
Short Title Catalogue, from which the titles will be selected, will be pro-
vided online in the United States by the Research Libraries Group (as a
special file) and in Great Britain by the British Library (RLG).

For genealogists the major event of the year was the publication on
microfrlm of the 1910 census of population schedules with soundex/
miracode indexes for twenty-one states. Fenton* discussed other ways
that genealogists can now obtain access to microform material formerly
available on interlibraryloan from the National Archives (financial cut-
backs obliged the agency to discontinue the service in 1981). The Census
Bureau plans to publish an updated union list of library holdings of his-
torical census schedules. (Census).

A number of other important micropublications were issued during
the year. University Microfilms International issued the United Negro
College Fund archives on microhche. LC made available the records of
the National Woman Suffrage Association, and Microfrlming Corpora-
tion ofAmerica offered the papers of the Woman's International League
for Peace and Freedom. An index and related microfrche collection of
statistical publications of some eighty or ninety international intergov-
ernmental organizations were published by the Congressional Informa-
tion Service. A strange juxtaposition occurred when libraries received a
brochure for the Yad Vashem photographic archives of the Holocaust
about the same time as LC advertised its Giiring Photographic Albums.
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Scholarly Resources announced Primafiche, a series of five primary
source collections covering "landmark" topics in American history
(e.g., the trial of Sacco and Vanzetti). Each contains 1,000 to 1,500
pages of selected original source material and a study guide. The cost
($45) makes them possible acquisitions for school libraries. USA Todalt,
the new so-called national newspaper, is now available from Bell &
Howell on either microf,rche or microfilm, joining the Wall StreetJournal
and the New York Times as newspapers available in two microformats.

VIDEo/OPTICAL DIsc TEcHNoLoGY

A number of state-of-the-art articles on video/optical disc technology
appeared in 1982. Sebestyen's* and Marsh's* were two of the most com-
prehensive. Video Disks in the Autom.ated Office? (Walter 1982b) , The Video-
tex Reoolution (Mayne) and Videodiscs (Schneider 1981) are three fairly
comprehensive monographs on the same subject and are recommended
to newcomers as well as users of the new technology. Horder* has up-
dated his 1979 work on videodiscs, including more complete informa-
tion about videodisc systems on the market and adding a section describ-
ing projects concerned with the use of videodiscs in information storage
and retrieval.

Peter Crowell, * who is writing a series of articles for Videodisc/Videotex,
discussed the basics of video (1982b) and the art and science of flowchart-
ing a videodisc program (1982a). Witt* and Galloway detailed how the
Bureau of National Affairs produced its videodisc training package for
business. John Tydeman and other members of the Institute for the Fu-
ture reviewed the videotex services currentlv available in the United
States and discussed their probable enhancements (Tydeman 1982b).
These same authors also published a monograph on the subject that has
been well received (Tydeman 1982a).

Borgman* analyzed videotex systems with the user-system interface
in mind. Walter (1982a) examined the present status of optical data stor-
age devices. Wood (1980) and Woolley discussed several of the issues
and systems of videodisc technology as applied to library, information,
and instructional services, while other authors wondered about the pub-
lic reaction to and acceptance of the new technology (Burns; Moore
1981). Boyle* evaluated a number of the consumer video magazines on
the market. Paris and Boss outlined daily care and maintenance proce-
dures for videodiscs and disk players (Paris 1982b).

"Will the Optical Disc Kill Microfilm?" (Gerber), "Micrographics
at the Crossroads" (Dimond), and "Is the World Ready for Videotex,
At Last?" (Borrell) are only a few of the titles in the literature that con-
tinued to emphasize the competition between the old and new technolo-
gies. There appears to be a movement toward integrating these technol-
ogies though (De Cillia; Costigan) and in some cases, preferring one
storage medium over another, depending on the type of information in-
volved, the length of time it needs to be saved, etc. Ashby, for example,
predicts that microfiche will become "increasingly important for visual
images, an area where their superior resolution both in screen and print-
out form should never be replaced by the videocassette or videodisc"
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(eth.by: 27). Hendley*.has just completed a monograph comparing the
archival storage potential of various-media.

Trends in Information TransJbr provides one with a good overview of the
current scene (Hills). If the literature is any indication, however, librari-
ans are generally enthusiastic abou
ing each other to take an active role

ld be available by the end of 1982.
:y and the YIVO Institute forJewish
rdisc storage for cartographic materi-
:tions, respectively (Eisenbeis; Insti-
n of Photography in Rochester, New

York, has announced plans to record onto la"seioptical videodisc their
entire collection of more than six hundred thousand photographic prints
and negatives (Project). Nyerges* says that other rnuser,ir,r'*orrid .u-
gerly follow suit if not for ihe cost, the still-developmental stare of the
new.technology, and the lack of shared or publishid information con-
cerning videodisc projects in the museum world that could be used as
models or examples.

^ Ih, . .  -L ibrary of  Congress '  Caraloging Dist r ibut ion Serv ice
DEMAND system wentinlo operation in'ociober. This computerized
system can store more than two hundred thousand images of master

rd retrieve and print any one ofthese
r printing-at the rate of twelve cop-
ecember, LC awarded contracts to
eley, California, and SONY Video
anham, Maryland, to prove the fea-

sibility of using optigal discs to store, preserve, and retri&e both print
and nonprint materials. Teknekron will experiment with some of Lc's
high-use periodical titles while soNY will ionvert selected color slides,
motio.n-picture stills, .videotapes, and photographs to analog opticj
discs (I,ibrary^Awards). This pilot projeci is scf,eduled for comfletion in
December 1984.

Pergamon International has begun to market its video patsearch, a
compulterized videodisc search service for u.s. patents issued since
1971. Both the text and drawings for a patent...t b. displayed on the
dual-screen system (Video Patsearch). Mn.*or, Inc., has introduced
its system 6000, which handles both optical images una aigita informa-
tion on the same media and displays both imageJon the saire screen. At
qtel-e-ttt' though, its applications are better suiled to the business than to
the hbrary world (Unique; New Concept).

To keep its readers informed about the fatest developmen ts, vifuodisc/
hly companion newslett er, Videodisc
rclude in each issue of Videodisc/Vid-
that tracks all completed videodisc
"ors and provides information about
npiled a directory of videodisc man-
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ufacturers and vendors that she intends to update regularly (Paris
l992a), while the Videotex Directory* provides comprehensive information
about the organizations that are shaping the videotex and teletext busi-
nesses worldwide.

CoNcr.usrox
There appeared to be a resurgence of confidence in the future of mi-

crographiCs in 1982 as video/optical discs were portrayed as alternative
or complementary storage devices. National concern was finally focused
on providing access to existing and future collections of micropublica-
tions. Many seminars and meetings were directed to first-time users of
either microform or video technology, and new projects were an-
nounced or contemplated utilizing one or the other. The question of
copyright with regard to present and future technologies, however, re-
mained unresolved.
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Nominations for the 1984 Resources Section Blackwell North America Scholar-
ship Award are now being accepted. They should be submitted by December 1,
1983, to Mona East, Chair, RS/Blackwell North America Scholarship Award,
P.O. Box 1688, Ann Arbor, MI 48106.

This award is presented to honor the author or authors of the outstanding
1982 monograph, article, or original pap€r in the field of acquisitions, collection
development, and related areas of resources development in libraries. Blackwell
North America will donate a $ 1,000 scholarship to the U. S. or Canadian library
school of the winning author's choice. The school will select a student concen-
trating in the acquisitions or collection development areas to receive the scholar-
ship.
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grams, scholars' expectations, and preservation priorities among other
iisues at a conferenie entitled "Toward the Twenty-First Century: Re-
search Libraries and Their lJsers, " sponsored by the American Council
of Learned Societies, the Association of American Universities, the

radical changes in the format of materials (Library Looksi Preservation
Conference Closes; Preservation Conference Panel). Each of these
meetings served an important function in briefing high-level adminis-

trators on the major preservation issues of the eighties and providing an
opportunity for them to begin strategic planning'

Pnronrtrrs, AccEss,
AND COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT

given during 1981-82, Child argued for periodjc reappraisal and weed-
ing of colleciions and stressed the need to consider long-term preserva-

tio-n costs before making major acquisitions decisions. She urged ar-
chives and libraries to look critically at collection development and

liberal access policies, and patron expectations and the need to Preserve
fragile materiils for future-consultation. Wilson* argued that exploita-

tioi of materials has been given priority over preservation since the
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mid-nineteenth century, when providing access became the primary
role of libraries. He calls upon scholars and librarians to increase their
knowledge ofthe book as a physical object and urges a greater degree of
interaction between conseryators and librarians. According to Mowat, *

however, deterioration from use is the acceptable result of successful li-
brary functioning. Access should not be discouraged in the interests of
future users except in national libraries that have designated responsibil-
ity for preserving their cultural heritage. The high cost of unsupervised
access to photographic collections was the subject of an editorialin Photo-
graphiConseraation (Access). In the same journal, Pedzich* describes
practices designed to minimize the wear and tear of daily use at the
George Eastman House International Museum of Photography.

In his discussion of the relationship between collection development
and preservation, Hazen* identifies hve factors affecting item-by-item
preservation decision making: academic activity, collection strengths,
costs, alternatives to in-house treatment, and an understanding of use
patterns within specific disciplines. Drawing the obvious analogy be-
tween this type of decision making and traditional selection activities, he
points out the need for cost data on specific preservation techniques, im-
proved control of information regarding available reproductions, the de-
velopment of sensitive collection management policies, and a database
in which items can be tagged with preservation-related information. At
the Collection Management and Development Institute sponsored by
the Resources and Teihnical Services Division [RTSD] of the American
Library Association [ALA] inJuly 1982, Darling outlined an ingenious
plan for an online system designed for replacement/treatment decision
making. Emphasizing the urgent need to increase allocations for re-
placement of deteriorated materials, she suggested that preservation and
weeding policies should be included in collection development state-
ments and that criteria should be developed for identifying categories of
materials for which decisions can be made automatically rather than on
an item-by-item basis.

Darling's concerns are reiterated by Dean (1982a), who sees preser-
vation activities as inseparable from those of collection development. He
argues that the library's ability to preserve should directly affect its deci-
sions to collect, discard, or retain particular items. Weeding must as-
sume new importance as the scope of the preservation problem becomes
more fully realized since the removal of each unneeded title from the col-
lection increases the chances that another ofreal value can be preserved.
Dean stresses the importance of participation by the preservation officer
in systemwide planning and policymaking since preservation concerns
affect virtually all library activities.

NEw TECHNoLoGIES

During 1982, LC announced its three-year plan to test the application
of  v ideo and opt ica l  d isc technology for  preservat ion purposes
(DEMAND). The Library will use a commercial analog videodisc sys-
tem to store selected motion pictures, prints, photographs, and other
graphic materials. An optical digital disc system will be employed for test
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storage of 500,000 pages per year taken largely from high-use serials.
Results of the LC projects are expected in late 1984. A very readable
explanation of these technologies and their potential for text storage is
offered by Goldstein. * Barrett* compares optical disc formats with mi-
croforms and discusses cost implications. Pilot efforts in a number of
museums to use videodiscs for storage of the information in slides and
videotapes are described by Nyerges.* Advantages of these laser-read
systems include extremely dense storage capacities, faster, more con-
venient retrieval and improved access because of the potential for deeper

for preserving information now in formats that are rapidly deteriorating
in collections throughout the country.

Years of research into the diethyl zinc mass deacidification process by
LC Preservation Office scientists resulted last October in the successful
completion of a 5,0OO-volume test run at the Goddard Space Flight Cen-
ter. By neutralizing the acid in book paper and leaving an alkaline re-
serve, theDEZ process is expected to extend the useful life of most vol-
umes by several hundred years. Pending completed test results, LC
plans to have ready by 1985 a facility capable of deacidifying 500,000
volumes per year (LC Completes; Library of Congress; Preservation
Project).

The Wei T'o deacidification process invented by Richard Smith is
past the test phase and has been in regular operation at the Public Ar-
chives of Canada for more than a year. The system, currently used for
Canadian offrcial publications, is said to be producing excellent results.
It is designed to treat 5,000 books per week on a twenty-four-hour seven-
day cycle at a present cost of three to four dollars per volume (Mass;
How to Sweeten).

Both deacidification processes are intended for treatment of materials
that have not yet become brittle. Nonetheless, the potential for combin-
ing the technologies and using mass deacidification systems for incom-
ing materials and transferring to disc those that are deteriorated has in-
t roduced a much needed note of  opt imism into the preservat ion
literature.

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
AND NETWORI( ACTIVITIES

ALA's Preservation of Library Materials Section maintained a high
level of activity in 1982, which included work on guidelines for library
binding, comparative cost data for conservation treatments, standards
for conservation supplies, and a series of pamphlets on binding methods.
InJuly, the Education Committee issued an eight-page bibliography en-
titled Basic Preseraation Librarlt. "

With funding from NEH, Research Libraries Group [RLG] mem-
bers began to inspect their master negative microfilm collections and in-
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put into the RLIN database records for more than 21,000 titles. The
project, intended to prevent duplication of filming efforts, will be com-
pleted in late 1983 . Recent preservation-related enhancements to RLIN
included use of an asterisk in the 007 freld to indicate the existence of a
microform copy within a record cluster and insertion of a plus sign to
indicate a member's decision to frlm a particular title. A new queuing
date freld has been created so that libraries can enter the date that a frlm-
ing decision was made. Among other activities of the RLG Preservation
Committee were the completion of a draft preservation manual and
specifications for the preparation, production, inspection, labeling, and
storage of films produced by the cooperative preservation microfilming
project expected to begin in the spring of 1983.

News of other network activities included the establishment by the
OCLC Research Library Advisory Committee of a task force charged
with studying the feasibility of tagging online records to identify volumes
that have been designated preservation copies.

As part of its Basic Archival Conservation Program, the Society of
American Archivists continued to hold workshops throughout the coun-
try, offer consultancies, and issue a variety of publications. Phase II of
the program, which began in the fall of 1982, has been expanded to in-
clude workshops and publications on preservation microfilming and the
conservation of photographic collections.

PNOCNEVT PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION

A comprehensive summary of program developments including na-
tional, regional, and local efforts, publications, and funding is provided
by Buchanan. * On this last topic, she notes the effect of recent budget
cuts at all levels and stresses the importance of private-sector support if
progress in developing national and local programs is to be sustained.
The ARL preservation planning program was launched in early 1982
with publication of a resource notebook that is an invaluable collection of
core articles and pamphlets supporting local preservation program plan-
ning (Preservation Planning) and a self-study manual (Darling). The
manual outlines objectives and techniques for the study and suggests se-
quences of activities for local task force investigations. Helpful sample
report outlines are included.

Yale University Library' s pamphl et, Preseraation : Your Res ponsibilit2*
also is intended for those involved in local programs. Presentations are
included on the causes of deterioration of library materials, collection
suryeys, storage conditions, disaster planning and recovery, replace-
ment/repair decision making, and commercial library binding. Re-
printed in the appendixes are guidelines for preservation photocopying,
a binding evaluation form, lists of supplies and equipment, and a se-
lected bibliography. The Society of American Archivists flier on estab-
Iishing conservation programs covers environment and condition sur-
veys,  t reatment  pr ior i t ies,  and set t ing up in-house conservat ion
facilities. Recommended readings for each topic are included (Imple-
menting). Fortson-Jones (1982a) covers many of the same topics and
recommends steps that can betaken by small institutions. A "Conserva-
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tion Self-Study" * flier, published by the Society of American Archivists
Basic Archival Conservation Program, will assist archives and libraries
in identifying local conservation needs. Factors to be assessed include
the type of materials held, size, age, and condition of the collection, stor-
age materials in use, environmental and safety systems, staff training,
and budget. Similarly helpful is a survey manual published by the New
York Library Association (Cunha). Fortson-Jones (1982b) describes
survey procedures used at the Nebraska State Historical Society and in-
cludes in her report a sample survey form.

On the national level, the LC Preservation Office continued to de-
velop plans for the fledgling national preservation program. Pamela
Darling was appointed special consultant to the program and assigned to
organize information services. Among her plans are a slide-tape on pres-
ervation planning, reference services by phone or mail, fliers covering
frequently requested subjects, news releases on LC research findings,
and an updated collection of audiovisual materials available for loan.
The publications program is well under way with a revised edition of a
brief bibliography of core materials (Preservation of Library) and sev-
eral other titles mentioned elsewhere in this article.

The National Conservation Advisory Council (NCAC) concluded its
series of eight committee reports with a formal proposal for the establish-
ment of a National Institute for the Conservation of Cultural Property.
Functions of the National Institute would include the development and
implementation of a national preservation policy, fostering public
awareness of conservation problems, and funding and coordination of
conservation programs throughout the country. While full operation is
not expected for two to three years, a strong role in supporting conserva-
tion education, information services, and research is anticipated.

A grant from the British Library to Cambridge IJniversity bodes well
for the establishment of a national program in that country. The Cam-
bridge study will include an evaluation of conservation policies through-
out the United Kingdom, an outline of existing and needed training pro-
grams, a survey of conservation facil i t ies and expertise, and an
assessment of the feasibilitv of a national center for conservation re-
search (Conservation Projeit). The British Library's new Conservation
Branch has made significant strides with its binding, furbishing, and mi-
cro{-rlming programs and funded research into the causes of paper deteri-
oration and the design and construction of overhead photocopiers
(Wilson).

Back on this side of the Atlantic, regional and state conservation activ-
ities proliferated in 1982. The Northeast Document Conservation Cen-
ter continued to offer restoration, consultant, and disaster assistance,
and workshop services. Russell* describes the history of the center and
offers advice to those contemplating establishing regional centers else-
where. Schur (1982a) describes the center's staffing and facilities and re-
views its NEH-funded program of conducting surveys for local libraries.

In another NEH-sponsored project, Walter Brahm* completed his
study of materials conservation in six midwestern states. Finding that
sufficient amounts of expertise and equipment exist in the region,
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Brahm calls for the establishment of an Offrce of Preservation Services, a
nonprofit, independent restoration center, and citizens groups to foster
awaieness of the need for conservation on the local level. Judged critical
to the success of coordinated activities in the Midwest is a commitment
on the part of library and archive administrators to provide adequate
funding and establish priorities for collection conservation.

In Canada, the Atlantic Provinces Library Association's Conserva-
tion of Library Materials Committee is reported to be planning a study
of conservation policies and techniques throughout the region, and Mc-
Master lJniversity has established a cooperative program for the bind-
ing and restoration of rare books and special collections in Ontario and
other provinces.

On the state level, the Illinois Cooperative Conservation Program
was in full operation by mid-1982. Among its activities were eight work-
shops on simple protective and repair techniques, in-depth individual
training sessions for hands-on staff, disaster assistance, and telephone
referenle services. Also made available to libraries throughout the state
were slide-tapes on the conservation of nonbook materials, posters on
book handling and photocopying practices, a disaster portfolio, and a
"Conservation Correspondence" series on topics such as disaster pre-
paredness and minor book repairs (Morrow 1982b).

Statewide conservation services will be established bv the State His-

Conservation Group. Activities in Oklahoma include environmental
surveys offered by the state library, workshops, and planning for a pres-
ervation speakers bureau and a state-funded conservation facility. An
evaluation of the 1980-81 Colorado Conservation Study is offered by
Alexander. * Surveys of local libraries, training in basic repairs and di-
saster recovery techniques, a needs assessment manual, and draft plans
for a statewide conservation program helped raise awareness and in-
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Counsrs AND CoNFERENcES

The much needed expansion of opportunities for formal training of
conservation specialists and preservation administrators continued in
1982. The Columbia University School of Library Service graduated its
first class of preservation administration students and bega--n the second
year of training of conseryators. In his address to the American Institute
for the Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works and in an interview
with Boo* Arts Reaiew, Banks* describes the Columbia program and ar-
gues the need to train conservation "engineers" capable of applying sys-
tems approaches to large-scale preservation problems (Interview).
Other reports of formal training opportunities include a preservation
minicourse at the lJniversity of Michigan School of Library Science, a
seminar on the conservation of library materials offered by the lJniver-
sity of Texas Humanities Research Center, Wayne State University's
course in the conservation and administration of photographic collec-
tions, three summer courses on the same topic offered by the Rochester
Institute of Technology's School of Photographic Arts and Sciences, and
a new conservation certification program at San Francisco State IJniver-
sity. In addition, the Columbia University School of Library Service an-
nounced plans for week-long courses in rare book librarianship that will
include sessions on book and manuscript preservation and historical
binding techniques.

Conference and workshop opportunities abounded throughout the
year, such as the Second Annual Preservation of Library Materials Con-
ference, a workshop on organizing and preserving architectural docu-
ments sponsored by the Rochester Institute of Technology and Harvard
(Jniversity's Graduate School of Design, a conference on preservation
management in performing arts collections, and sessions on bleaching
and foxing of paper, leafcasting, leather treatment, and the health and
safety hazards of chemicals used in conservation that were given at the
annual meeting of the American Institute for Conservation of Historic
and Artistic Works. The September meeting of the International Insti-
tute for Conservation focused on the need for collaboration between sci-
entists and conservators.

To assist those involved in preservation education programs, a video-
cassette primer was made available by New York lJniversity Law Li-
brary staff (Vincent-Daviss) and two bibliographies of audiovisual ma-
terials were produced (Ericson; Harrison).

CoMMERTcAL BTNDTNG AND Pepnn Quer,rrv
The Committee on Production Guidelines for Book Longevity, spon-

sored by the Council on Library Resources, issued two final reports in
1982, the "Report on Book Paper" described in last year's review arti-
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cle, and "On Longevity in Book Binding" (Book Longevity). The latter

mand for low-cost books was clearly expressed (ALA Meets).
The long-standing need for librarians to become better informed

about library binding techniques and materials was again addressed in a

dwindle.
More detailed performance comparisons of various binding methods

are offered by Rebsamen. In one article, he reports on recent tests that
showed double fan adhesive bindings to be "far superior in openability
to both the cleat-laced and oversewn bindings" and stronger than the

braries.

lar sessions elsewhere.
Recent developments in binding technology include the development

of boardless covers claimed to be strong enough to stand up to heavy use
(Horowitz), press pasting, a new adhesive binding method that allows
the folds of signatures to be retained (Pace), and a high-speed sewing
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machine capable of sewing 9,000 signatures per hour, thusmaking sew-
ing more competitive with adhesive binding (Frank 1982a).

Trends in paper quality included both positive and negative news. On
the minus side, the increasing need for economy in book production has
resulted in substantial growth in the use of coated groundwood and mid-
grade papers and a tendency on the part ofseveral publishers to abdicate
to manufacturers their traditional role in selecting papers. (Frank
1982a). On the plus side, however, can be noted the drafting of an
American National Standards Institute standard on permanent paper
for printed library materials. Publication is expected in 1984. A survey
conducted by the Committee on Production Guidelines for Book Lon-
gevity showed that of those responding 67 percent of the university
presses and21 percent of other publishers are using acid-free papers and
three-frfths of those polled are willing to indicate under the copyright
statement in the books they publish that the paper used is acid free. It
should be noted, however, that survey results represent only 25 percent
of the more than 430 companies to whom questionnaires were sent
(Book Longevity, 5). Nonetheless, a "stronger move to alkaline sheet"
by several paper mills was noted in 1982 (Frank 1982b,32), afact which
may presage its more widespread use even by those not included in the
survey results.

ColqsnnverroN TEcHNrquEs
During 7982, a number of publications provided still much needed

instruction in basic conservation procedures. Morrow ( 1982a) produced
an excellent manual that illustrates step-by-step book repair techniques.
Supplies, equipment, and costs are listed for each procedure. The Soci-
ety of American Archivists flier, Conseruation Techniques* covers removal
of paper fasteners, adhesives, supplies, surface cleaning, and mending
of paper. The frrst of a six-volume series on science for conservators has
been published by the Crafts Council in Britain (Introduction). Each
step involved in book hinge and joint repair is described by Greenfield*
in another of the Yale University Library pamphlet series. Brown,*
Etherington, and Ogden offer an extremely well illustrated guide for the
construction of boxes for rare books, the first in a series of publications
on similar topics to be produced by the LC National Preservation Pro-
gram Office. Methods of coping with mold and mildew on books are
suggested by Klemme. * Guidelines for the care of rare book collections
are offered in the August "Conseryatips" column of History News (How
to Care), while in the May AIC Newsletter can be found descriptions of
various encapsulation machines (Polyester).

The much discussed need for formal standards in conservation and a
certifrcation program for hand binders were the topics of a special meet-
ing of the Guild of Book Workers at the Folger Library in April (GBW).
Krasnow* describes the legal responsibilities of conseryators and sug-
gests the use of formal contracts. Fried* notes the resurgence of frne
binders in New York and traces the historical development of different
binding styles. Nineteenth-century American binding techniques are
compared to those of France, England, and Germany by Eberhardt,*
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and years of experience with gilding techniques and the special problems
posed by poor-quality papers are reviewed by Ellenport.*

Increasing concern about the toxic effects of chemicals used in conser-
vation resulted in a welcome guidebook produced by the Scottish Society
for Conservation and Restoration (Clydesdale). The news that ethylene
oxide, a chemical commonly used in book fumigation chambers, has
been listed as a potential carcinogen was a particular source of worry
(University). Evidence appears to indicate that some objects retain the
chemical and release it slowly into the air after the fumigation process
has been completed (ETO). Two other fumigants, thymol and ortho-
phenyl phenol are described by Nagin* and McCann. Included are rec-
ommended fumigation methods, safety precautions , and a valuable list
of references for further study. Preliminary tests of Richard Smith's pi-
lot dryer/exterminator have been successful. The modified commercial
freezer will dry 200 wet books in one month and exterminate insects in
400-600 volumes in three days without using chemicals.

Major conservation research reported in 1982 that is of particular in-
terest to libraries and archives concerned microbiodeterioration (Kowa-
lik), bleaching (Burgess; Branchick), foxing (Cain), deacidif ication
techniques (Couch), leather structure (Haines), and inks (H.y; Flieder;
Mairinger).

For institutions planning to establish conservation units, a list of basic
supplies and equipment was published by Technolog {d Conseraation
(Roundup). Others will benefit from the expanded list of restoration fa-
cilities specializing in library materials that is being produced by the
Conservation Section of the International Federation of Library Associ-
ations. Canadian libraries in particular will be interested in the conser-
vation issue of the Archiaes Bulletin,* which is largely devoted to descrip-
tions of conservation facilities in Canada.

DISASTER PnnvnurroN AND RECOVERY

The nightmare of damage to library collections caused by fire or flood-
ing prompted a remarkable number of workshops and publications in
1982. The University of California Berkeley Library provided staff
training in salvaging wet and damaged materials as part of a series of
workshops on coping with emergencies. Attendees at a two-day work-
shop at the Bibliographic Center for Research in Denver gained hands-
on salvage experience, learned to survey damaged materials, select
among available treatment options, write disaster plans, and conduct
similar workshops in their home states (Duy). As a result of this NEH-
sponsored project, fourteen local workshops and approximately 250 di-
saster plans had been produced by late 1982. Additional assistance to
libraries in the West will be made available by the Western Conservation
Congress in the form of a disaster response resources directory.

Disaster manuals and planning guides were drafted by the Oklahoma
Chapter of the Western Conservation Congress, the Utah Museum As-
sociation, the Greater Cincinnati Library Consortium/Dayton and Mi-
ami Valley Consortium Disaster Preparedness Task Force, and the So-
ciety of American Archivists. The State Library of Colorado made
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available kits of supplies needed for small-scale emergencies and offered
libraries in the state the services of a five-person disaster recovery team.

Among reports of recent disaster experience was that of the University
of Calgary's successful freeze-drying of water-soaked rare Russian ma-
terials (Books Saved). A review of lessons learned from a major fire at the
Farragut branch of the Knoxville/Knox County Public Library is of-
fered byJordan.* The latter report contains useful information about
insurance settlement negotiation and commercial treatments for smoke
odor and soot.

Other helpful literature on this essential topic includes a discussion of
preventive measures related to building structure and air handling,
alarm, and extinguishing systems (Streit l992a), a fire safety question-
naire (Fire), tips on freezing and air drying books after a minor disaster
(Hansen), and an up-to-date bibliography on preparedness and recov-
ery (Kemp)

NoNBooK MATERIALS
Mrcnoronus

As a result of several new cooperative programs, preseryation micro-
frlming activities are beginning to expand rapidly. So too is the literature

compiled by Helga Borck* for the RTSD Preservation Microfilming
Committee.

The ARL Microform Project was expanded during 1982 to include
several new preservation components. During l9B2-84, Jeffrey Hey-
nen, project director, will survey existing library microfilming facilities,
identify needed cooperative filming projects, devise methods of avoiding
duplicated effort, and encourage compliance with national standards.
Also included in the project will be an investigation of current preserva-
tion statistics keeping practices and the establishment of a clearinghouse
for forms and standards presently in use.

Meps auo AncrrrrECTURAL DnewrNcs

Conservation methods and storage techniques for maps and architec-
tural drawings are included in a new manual by Ehrenberg.* Perry*
cites reduced physical damage and increased protection from f,rre and
water as primary advantages of vertical map storage units.

RnconntNcs euo AuorovrsuAl Merenrars

The new Committee for the Preservation of Sound Recordings held
organizational meetings in 1982. Membership includes engineers,
chemists, collectors, manufacturers, and technical specialists as well as
librarians and archives personnel. All flexible recording media, includ-
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ing video and magnetic tapes and future formats, are within the scope of
the committee's interests. Concerns to be addressed include environ-
mental conditions, condition monitoring techniques, optimal storage
time limits, and standards for archival recording tape.

Cleaning and storage of sound recordings, selection and maintenance
of listening equipment, and use policies at Rutgers University Institute
of Jazz Studies are described by Griffrn. * Paris* and Boss emphasize the
importance of cleanliness, regular inspection, and controlled tempera-
ture and humidity levels in their discussion of care and maintenance of
videodiscs and players. Roper* argues that because of the inherently un-
stable nature of audiovisual materials and machine-readable records,
preventive measures such as control of environmental conditions and
regular copying programs are the only preservation options available.

PnorocnepHlc Mernntets

Stabilization and conservation techniques for photographic materials
were discussed at many conferences in 1982. The University of Texas
sponsored a series of workshops concerned with the conservation, stor-
age, and display of black-and-white and color images. "Stability and
Preservation of Photographic Images" was the title of a special confer-
ence at the Public Archives of Canada sponsored by the Society of Pho-
tographic Scientists and Engineers in late August. Among the topics
covered at that meeting were emergency procedures, permanence stan-
dards, and the effects of improper environmental conditions. At the soci-
ety's annual meeting in May, a study of the stability of direct duplicating
film was widely discussed.

The Spring issue of Picturescope,* the journal of the Special Libraries
Association Picture Division, was devoted to conservation. Among the
articles are an introduction to photographic processes, materials, and
standards, a summary of recent research on the preservation of albumen
prints, descriptions of projects involving the conversion of nitrate films
and duplication of glass negatives, and a discussion of problems encoun-
tered with direct duplicating negative film. At the association's annual
meeting in Detroit, the Picture Division sponsored a program entitled
"Practical Picture Preservation" (Reports).

Elsewhere Ford* presents brief practical advice for the proper care of
photographic collections, Eaton* summarizes characteristics of resin-
coated papers, and Heffner* offers recommendations for processing,
storing, matting, and mounting black-and-white prints. Methods for
minimizing fading in color prints and slides are discussedin Photographi-
Conseruation (Preservation Now) and by Schwalberg. * Research reports
include techniques for monitoring fading and staining (Wilhelm) and
the announcement of a new chemical treatment designed to stabilize in-
stantly processed color prints (Chemistry). Care and cleaning tech-
niques for daguerreotypes are described by Barger (1982a: l9B2b), and
the causes of highlight yellowing in albumen prints are outlined by
Reilly. *

The number of 1982 preservation conferences and publications that
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were related to photographic collections attests to a high level.of aware-

ness that these imporitttt t.s.tt.h materials have become seriously_ en-

dangered. The report that the Northeast Document Conservation Cen-

t.t Kur been funded to plan a national study and develop guidelines for

duplicating historical photographic negatives is, therefore, most wel-

come news.

Coucr,usrox
Nineteen eighty-two was a year marked by a number.of significant

developments in library preservation. Among them were th9 ernerggncg

of ser.e.al complex issues that demanded the ittention of high-le-vel deci-

sion makers, tih. -orr.rnent of national cooperative programs from the

planning stage to reality, and increased knowledge in the areas of paper

quality,-binding, and conservation research. Perhaps most promising

was the p.og..ri ."ported toward eventual implementation of mass de-

acidification and optical disc systems as a two-pronged,approach to pre-

venting further deterioration of library collections. In the sense that ma-
jor issu"es remain to be resolved, it is true that preservation is still in the
"nineteenth 

century. From the standpoint of learning to h.a.rness the new-

est technologies, Lo*ever, p.es.r.rltion is moving rapidly toward the

year 2000.
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Resources:
The Yeor's Work in 1982

Erwin K. Welsch

F
I' rscal MANAGEMENT and the use of new techniques continued to be
principal focuses of last year's work in resources and collection develop-
ment, but appearing also in the literature were questions and commen-
tary about scientific approaches to what many librarians consider an art.
The role of the federal government in developing library resources was a
major concern in the economic climate of 1982. And the world of pub-
lishing is always of interest to the resources librarian.

Surveys of the field as a whole were few last year. In addition to the
annual review in this journal (Magrill), two deserve mention. The ALA
Yearbook offers a summary of events in collection management (Lynden),
while the annotated, critical bibliography compiled by Godden,* F.-
chan, and Smith covers books and articles appearing between 1970 and
1980 .

FEDERAL GOVNNNUTNT ACTIVITIES

The administration sought to reduce federal outlays for various li-
brary programs against librarians' opposition. The president's request
that Congress rescind funding was refused, resulting in the release on
April 26 of $1,920,000 for college resources and $5,760,000 for research
libraries (LSCA). His FY 1983 budget included state block grants but
nothing for library funding (Lawsuit). Subsequently a continuing reso-
lution that funded the federal government at fiscal 1982 levels included
the Library Services and Construction Act (Library). Thirty-five grants
for fiscal year 7982 involving forty institutions were awarded under the
Title II-C act (HEA II-C Grants). Thirteen independent research li-
braries also received $5.5 million from the National Endowment for the
Humanities for collections, buildings and staff (IRLA).

Legislation was introduced to delay implementation of the Thor
Power Tool ruling, which would have required an omnibus inventory in

*An asterisk following a title or a surname in the text indicates the entry element un-

der which that citation will be found in the "References.'' Entry elements for other cita-
tions are given in parentheses or indicated in the customary author-date style; however,
in these annual reviews, date is included in the text reference only ifit is other than 1982.

Erwin K. Welsch, Social Studies Librarian at the Memorial Library, University of Wis-
consin-Madison, has contributed this year's annual review of the fields of acquisitions,
collection development, and library resources.
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December 7982 (Taxation). Another bill that would have restored fair-
market-value tax deductions for donations of literary, musical, or other
artistic compositions came to the Senate floor (T*). A review of current
tax policy for gifts was published (Schenck).

Several reports described the impact of federal programs on re-
sources. One examined the legislative history of the Title II-C program
and led to a panel discussion that raised questions about the selection
process (Hays 1981). There were complaints that only 33 institutions out
of a possible 200 were funded and that the bulk of the funding-66
percent-was for bibliographic control and access, leaving 21 percent
for conservation and 13 percent for resources. A measurement of the hs-
cal impact of general revenue sharing used a computer analysis and
showed that public libraries' fears of being crowded out were not war-
ranted for they attracted $374,550,000 from 1973 through 1977 (Goudy
1982a). An examination of Title II-C grants took into account criticism
of the selection process (Goudy 1982b). An Office of Education-spon-
sored study comprehensively reviewed the use of Title II-C funds (Stud-
diford).

PUBLISHING

Publishing was subject to internal strains and criticism from within
and outside the industry. The final reports for 1981, largely due to the
inclusion of mass-market paperbacks in the totals, showed a large in-
crease in the number of titles even as the average hardbound price rose
in 1 982 to $25. 48 (Grannis l992a, 1 9B2b). The Thor ruling affecting the
tax status of inventories caused publishers to print shorter runs of profes-
sional reference works and remainder them faster with inevitable conse-
quences for libraries (Dahlin; Arthur Andersen). Lofquist* saw serious
cbmpetition developing from the electronic information industry but
Walters'* view of the book's future perceptively distinguished between
cumulative (scientifrc) and noncumulative knowledge and the informa-
tion format appropriate to each.

Publishersliied to pass shipping costs to the customer by "Freight-
Pass-Through,' ' which aroused immediate criticism (Bell). In an expos6
of the practice, Agnifrlo* listed publishers adopting this method, deci-
phered their code, and suggested that librarians watch invoices for
wholesalers passing on the higher prices (Freight). Complaints about
practices that caused libraries, in effect, to pay shipping twice_resulted in
i change of policy by at least one major distributor (Baker; Jobbers).

Theitandard work by Unwin* and Unwin on the publishing trade
appeared in an eighth edition. Coser* used sociological techniques to de-
scribe the "culture and commerce" of publishing.

A source of financial information suggested that the growth of "infor-
mation congenerics" would continue and accelerate (Compaine, 139).
But criticism of the negative cultural aspects of size appeared (West) as
did comments about the industry's "alarminglack of self-criticism" and
"quick buck fever" (Dessauer, 35-36). Shatzkin* proposed a new dis-
tribution system.

The number of small presses increased in the 1970s to a total of more
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than twelve thousand (40 percent literary), but almost all of them had
difficulty getting their books reviewed and noticed (Appelbaum, J.).
Many librarians believe these alternative materials enhance collections
and increase readership (Biggs). Acquisitions and handling procedures
for literary little magazines in special collections (Rom) and a handbook
for alternative materials that listed sources (Danky) were published.

PLANNING AND BUDGETING

Viewed as an important collection management function was the idea
of navigating between two "extremes in the theory of collection
developmenl" -4v1 idealized library operating independently of exter-
nal forces or one with collections based solely on use (Osburn 1982b' 45).
Cost increases have not abated and the inflation rate, the period of aus-
terity, dollar devaluation, and newer and more expensive formats have
exacerbated collection problems (Lynden). Insufficient finances make it
diffrcult to realize ideals and too often collection studies "mask inade-

thdn providing answers (Roe 1981).
Guidelines for writing collection development manuals and samples

of various kinds are helping codify a difficult process (Dole 1982b). Dis-

The application of computers and systems analysis (Bommer) to re-
source management questions has become common. There were analy-
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ses of recent acquisitions using OCLC record tapes (Kim, D. U.) and
the OCLC automated acquisitions system (Calhoun). The tapes showed
a low level of duplication (18 to 32 percent) in a multicampus university
system (Moore, B.) replicating an earlier study. One library used a
minicomputer and bar codes for inventory control (Goldstein), and an-
other identified frequently requested books (Schmidt).

Collection evaluation, though an important part of planning coopera-
tive programs and budget procedures, is a topic whose scope and tech-
niques are not yet clearly defined. A new annotated bibliography of re-
cent work should help (Nisonger), but in a paper given at ALA in
Philadelphia, Mosher claimed that many evaluation studies had little
practical usefulness. He enumerated strategies for the 1980s: classifica-
tion (relating holdings to curriculum without qualitative assessment); ci-
tation analysis; overlap studies showing collection duplication among
several libraries; and "overlap/verification" that attempts to identify
unique resources (Research). Lancaster* described the methodology as
subjective analysis, checking against lists, and evaluation by use.

The Association of Research Libraries [ARL] has been sponsoring
evaluation research through its "Collection Analysis Project"; two uni-
versity libraries have completed studies and others are in progress (Col-
lection Analysis). It also published collection description and assess-
ments that used largely traditional methodology (ARL 1982b). Also
under way is a quantitative study of comparative collection strengths in
five ARL libraries using shelflist measurement (Collection Develop-
ment). The study is intended to test the broader applicability of the Re-
search Libraries Group [RLG] Conspectus.

Resource sharing and cooperation have become appealing topics, but
are not without problems or critics. One prominent effort, the Research
Libraries Group, experienced technical difficulties (Savage l912a,
1982b), but the new president noted that they had been resolved and
"other RLG programs in collection development, shared resources, and
in . . several subject areas are rapidly maturing and showing
results" (RLG Network p.1933). The RLG has assigned primary col-
lecting responsibilities through its "Conspectus," which is presently
available online, with a published form planned for 1983. In New York
State there is an attempt, funded by a $1.8 million dollar grant, to coor-
dinate and improve collection development (Coordinated Develop-
ment). A directory of consortium members' subject strengths has been
compiled and the decision made to concentrate on serial back files and
unique areas of coverage (Coordinated Collection). At the Center for
Research Libraries journals published since 1960 accounted for more
than one-third (38.7 percent) of circulation, with archival material sec-
ond (16.1 percent); pre-1960 back frles were infrequently used (Who).
The center also reviewed how $66,000 in acquisitions funding from
members was spent (CRL's).

The IFLA Conference at Montreal included papers on national and
international cooperative collection development and lending plans.
IJniversity libraries participating in national cooperative schemes faced
difficulties because of local resistance: for some countries two levels of
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STUPYTNC USE AND CONTNOT;-ING GROWTH

freld (Stankus).
The Association of American lJniversities issued an important survey

that included a summary of the library's role (Rosenzweig). Stimulating
papers were given at the ARL's One Hundredth Meeting suggesting
ihit n.* deminds will be made oflibrary resources by the exploration of

previously ignored topics, the moving frontiers of scholarship, and the
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collections (Hazen 1 9B2a).

AcqursrrroNs METHoDs AND pnocnounrs

, Boss* produced a book describing automated acquisitions procedures
that summarized current policies atr-d prospects. A new edition of a stan-
q?Td gyide^ to the discount and trad-e policies of publishers appeared
( K i m ,  U . C . ) .
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proponent of approval plans failed to support with evidence the assertion
that they serve institutional goals (Evans). Reduced print runs and the
increase in nontrade publications in such frelds as the social sciences led
in a year to a47 percent growth in the number of "elusive books, " those
diffrcult to acquire or manage effrciently in an acquisitions department
(Cameron). The fact that only 250 of 50,000 documents appear annuaUy
in the British National Bibliograpfui is evidence that a large and growing
body of literature is escaping most libraries' collecting nets and acquir-

techniques, funding, and cost analysis is available (Genzel).
Several authors looked at historical aspects of collection development,

in university l ibraries in Germany (Kunoff), in the United States
(Hamlin 1981), in a Danish women's reading society (Welsch 1982a),
and in the British Museum (Weimerskirch); and one article traced the
history of a gift collection (Dykeman).

Collection development of U.S. and foreign documents was of in-
creasing concern to libraries, as government publications proliferated
(Hernon 1982a). Depository documents are not free and the cost per use
may be high, for a pieliminary analysis of The Social Science Citation Index
showed thit references to documents constituted less than 1 percent of
the citations (Hernon 1982b, 1982c). Robinson* suggested that docu-
ments librarians should be more selective and view their collections as
though they were cooks selecting ingredients to meet the needs of a spe-
cihc dish rather than as stamp collectors trying to fill gaps in their al-
bums. A "menu" needs to be created based on community analysis and

ther research.
Acquisition of foreign materials once again received considerable at-

tention. A book on foieign acquisitions, with twenty-three chapters by
specialist librarians and book dealers (Samore l992a), descriptions of
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had been a 20 percent decrease in receipts, the results of careful monitor-
ing of blanket orders and quality control. Prices for books from most
countries continued to rise.

In a "medium-sized university," Bousfield* emphasized acquiring
only foreign materials immediately needed, noted the impacts of infla-
tion and reduced buying power, and discussed the faculty's comparative
lack of interest in non-English publications. Valentine's* description of
acquisitions for small libraries described sources and problems.

The diffrculties of acquiring publications from the Third World are,
one commentator reluctantly concluded, incapable of solution (Samore
1982b), and inspired a number of authors. A journal published a special
issue on the subject (Mulliner, B. K.) and a number of other articles
were published. The Seminar on Acquisitions of Latin American Li-
brary Materials (SALAM), which in 1981 had issued a third edition of

uate students as personal contacts in the area (Henige), or listed and de-
scribed dealers in the field (Britz). Other arricles described publishing
and acquisitions (Alemna; Rathgeber). Atiyeh* provided a view of Near
Eastern acquisitions from the perspective of the Library of Congress and
Maddox* and Weigel from that of a bookdealer while Albin* used a spe-
cialized study as an introduction to general problems. An informative
article on acquiring books from China and Southeast Asia noted that
there have been significant recent procedural changes and provided a

Articles appeared on European collection development from both li-
brarians' and bookdealers' viewpoints. Welsch (19S2b) partly revised
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an article published in 198l that summarized techniques and described
the impact of inflation on book collecting. Lebo* suggested increased
use of auction buying and Bjorklund* described ietrospective buying.
Representatives from dealers provided information from their view-
points about acquiring materials from Western Europe, particularly
how their services work (Blackwell's l992a, 1982b; Dorn, R.). Laska*
noted the impact of administrative structures and the resultant rigidity
that complicated the acquisition of East European publications. Some of
his arguments were deeply felt opposition to some policies in American
libraries. General articles describing publishing practices in Norway
(Bjerkmann) and Holland (Lottman 1982a) appeared and Dorn pro-
vided a useful view of German publishing in a talk to the Western Euro-
pean Specialists Section at the ALA meeting in Philadelphia (Dorn, K.).

CoNcr,usroNs
Even as collection managers cope with financial problems, under-

stand and undertake new methods of analysis, and make their libraries
more responsive and service oriented, new developments will signifi-
cantly affect all of them. As el-ectronic publishing.becomes a,reality-a
major survey promised that B0 percent of all scientific and technical
journals will be produced electronically (Meadows)-the nature of col-
lections will change. The challenge from the director of the National Li-
brary of Medicine is clear:

Unless libraries begin to supplement their archival collections of books and
journals with more efficient systems capable of electronic storage, retrieval and
dissemination of information, only those citizens who can afford to purchase
information will be able to acquire the Ievel of literacy and knowledge necessary
to maintain our democratic civilization (Forecasts, 1).

How managers respond and what mechanisms they incorporate into an
already complicated process will doubtless be a focus of next year's work
on resources.
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IN MEMORIAM: NEAL L. EDGAR

Susanna Edgar wrote that her husband's last few weeks were
busy and productive and that he had just completed the proofs for
his new book, AACR2 I Serials: The American View (to be published
by Haworth Press this summer). But unfortunately this coura-
geous man will not have the pleasure of seeing his publication in
print for Neal Edgar died suddenly of a heart attack on April 2,
1  983 .

AACR2 (d Serials is but one of several publications on bibliogra-
phy and serials cataloging that Neal Edgar has written. An enthusi-
astic. and interested participant, Neal' s- contributions include also
servrce on commlttees in Ohio state and regional library organiza-
tions, on the OCLC Serials Advisory Committee, and in RTSD on
its Catalog Code Revision Committee, Legislation Committee,
and Serials Section Policy and Research Committee, which he
chaired in 1974/75. Neal's career, he once told me, began in the
radio world as a disc jockey. The radio world's loss was the library
profession's gain, when in 1958 he earned an M.S.L.S. from the
State University of New York at Albany and became an acquisi-
tions librarian there. While a staff member of the University of
Michigan Library, he earned an A.M.L.S. in 1964 and a Ph.D. in
1 965 from the School of Library Science . Following a year as serials
cataloger at LC, he moved to Kent State University Library where
he was serving as Associate Curator of Special Collections at the
time of his death. Neal Edgar will be remembered not only for his
contributions to serials librarianship but even more for his friendli-
ness and his indomitable spirit.- Elizabeth L. Tate, Editor, LRTS.
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Frorn: SanJord Berman, Head Cataloger, Hmnepin Counlt Library, Minnetonka,
Minn. fAl>ridged]-Anne Lipow (Jan./March 1983) claims that an online
catalog-by means of keyword searching-will display citations for works con-
taining non-LCSH terms like "Chicanas" and "birth defects" in their titles.
She further notes "the new wisdom that 99 percent of all non-fiction titles use
words that describe the contents of the book," although warning that "just as
the authorized heading approach doesn't pick up new terminology, the key-
word approach doesn't pull together titles that use obsolete terminology. "

Three points:
1. Proper cross-referencing could partially overcome the "new terminol-

og'y" synonym problem. For instance, if LCSH provided a "see" reference
from "Chicanas" to its active form, MEXICAN AMERICAN WOMEN, and
that reference were incorporated into the catalog's authority control system, a
"Chicanas" search should automatically produce citations for everything
subject-cataloged under MEXICAN AMERICAN WOMEN. Since LCSH
doesn't currently supply that link, local institutions wanting such instant access
would have to establish it themselves. As it happens, however, "Birth defects, "
while arguably a superior heading to ABNORMALITIES, HUMAN, none-
theless /oas appear in LCSH as a cross-reference to the inverted form and so .
should permit direct access to the relevant citations. Obviously, where cross-
references are unavailable or authority control minimal, the mostlikely-to-be-
searched terms ought to be the primary subject headings. . . .

2. Not quite "907o of all nonfiction titles" self-describe their contents. For
instance, these two works deal wholly or in large part with Chicanas: Rosie: the
inaestigation oJ a zarongful dzath fand] Women of crilis.^lThree other examples cited]
The titles reveal little of the subject matter and would prove useless in a "key-
word" search.

3. Yes, "assigned subject headings are as essential as ever," but for more
reasons than Lipow cites. Moreover, even arsegned rubrics would be vastly more
helpful if the basic vocabulary were at once well cross-referenced and continu-
ously expanded and modernized. These works, as examples, all reflect a con-
temporary, distinct, and firmly-established concept/movement/practice called
"Appropriate technology, " yet they would be lrretrievable in the Dasl online sys-
tem because a) LC still hasn't validated nor assigned APPROPRIATE TECH-
NOLOGY as a heading, and b) none of the titles include "appropriate technol-
ogy" as "keywords" : Small is beautiJul; Tools Jor conaiuialit2 [othei examples].

Editor's note: Letters sent to the editor for publication in this column cannot be ac-
knowledged, answered individually, or returned to the authors. Whenever space is
available in an issue, selected letters will be published, with little or no editing, though
abridgment may be required. Letters intended for publication should be typed double-
spaced.

Ed-icor, LRTS

I14l5 Farmland Dr ive

F,ockvr-I]e, MD 20852
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tions. Each collection is fully described with a synopsis on
its content, bibliographic aids, specifications, and pricing.
New Collections available and described in the catalog are:
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Foreign Missions
o Witchcraft in Europe and America

Research Publications, Inc.
L2 Lunar Drive, Drawer AB

Woodbridge, CT 06525
(2031 397-2600

TWX-. 710-465-6345
FAX: 203-397-3893

For Europe, Africa & Asia:
Research Publications Ltd.

P.O. Box 45
Reading, RGl 8HF England

TELz 0734-583247
TELEX:848335 NADL G

!  Nr-" I
! Title

Please forward your 1983-1984 Collections Catalog. !

i Institution -
i Address

1 City State Zio -
I Phone



PUTTHEENTIRE
LC NATIONAL U N ION CAT{LOG

ONMICROFICHE
IN\OIJR DESKDIR/WER

AI\DUPDATEIT
WITHTHENEWNUC.

_ lmagine the LC National Union Catalog
from 1898 to 1982 in convenient, easv to
use microfiche.

Now, ALS offers exclusivelv. this multi-
purpose reference source; ind-ispensable in
cgtaloging, acquisitions, bibliographic ver-
rfrcatlon, interlibrary loan, reference and
research.
CONVENIENT - The NUC microfiche edi-
tion, consisting of 693 volumes, can be
conveniently located at your fingertips
and literally stored at a single microfiche
reader station.
DURABLE - The NUC on microfiche will
outlast the printed editions.
SAVES SPACE - The col-
lection is contained in 54
linear inches, saving 94olo
shelf space.

q  
- s  l

82. Individual annuals and quinquenniums
may be purchased.
NEW NUC ON MICROFICHE.

In 1983 ALS will oublish four new NUC
in index,/register format. The new LC
catalogs allow you to select the NUC most
suitable for your specific needs.
FOUR SEPARATE INDEXES.

Now you can access the NUC by Name,
Title, Subject and Series.
SINCLE LOOK-UP.

In most cases a single look-up will com-
plete a search in a matter of seconds with
the fullv cumulated indexes.

TIMELY DELIVERY.
The NUC will be rushed air

LOW PRICE - The ALS
NUC microfiche edition
saves 75olo over the
printed edition.
OTHER LC CATALOGS
ON MICROFICHE _
Also available. the
C0MPLETE Subiect
Catalog from 1950:82
and Audiovisual and
Music Catalogs, 1953-

! mail for earliest use in your
library, increasing its use.
LOW PRICES-BEST
VALUE.

The new ALS C0M-
produced NUC is offered
at the lowest price
available. No other
work - print, fiche, or
o n - l i n e - i s a b e t t e r
value.

For information, use
the coupon, or call
(6r7t470-0610.

I oo**,

I  
Please rush me complete information on tC micropubl i (at ions 

l|  !  Nat ional Union Calalog E Audrovr(ual Calaloq I

|  !  Subte( l  Cdtdlog !  Musr( Calatog I'  
I  tg8: Cunent Natronal l jn ion Cataloqs LRTS I

I Advanced Library Systems Inc.

A 15 iioX,'li,in'o"to,r,o,,,o
Scrvlng [ibraries Throughout the lilorld.



NOW...

The Concise
AACR2
MICHAEL GORMAN

While the original
AACR2, published
in 1979, is a formi-
dable work-covering
as it does all the biblio-
graphic situations cata-
logers are likely to encounter-
its very thoroughness limits its usefulness
where the material to be catalosed is less com-
plicated or where only the operative principles of the code must be grasped.
The latter is the case in teaching, for example.

Without disregarding the importance of properly cataloging the more diffi-
cult material, catalogers will recognize that most of their questions can be
answered by a simpler version of the Rules. The Concise AACR2 was de-
signed for that purpose. It emphasizes essential principles, dropping separate
treatment by medium and the less frequently used rules. In many cases it
simplifies the wording of the rules while often giving additional explanation.
The Concise AACR2 should be consulted first when problems occur; it fol-
lows the rule numbers of AACR2 so that if it cannot provide the answer the
complete version may be used.

176 pag6s Paper ISBN 0-8389-0325-8 (1991) 98.00

Anglo-Ameilcan Cataloguing Fures, 2nd ed.
Cloth ISBN 0-8389-3210-x (1979) $20.00

Anglo-American Cataloguing Rutes, 2nd ed.
Paper ISBN 0-8389-3211-8 (1379) $15.00

Sample entr ies shown in typewri ter  )
type to guide users in the exact

preparat ion of  their  own or ig inal  copy.

Order Department

American Li brary Association

'*:';;i*:ff"'';kl
ta  to /J " ' , , ^ .  

- ^ "= ' r  _ " ' ted  
bY

y;;:""j:: 
":;!i':i"r'hobq 

rqp6' h L ranou, peopte)_.,,,, uh4.r thc hlatine 
for Srciho

ual and v€

ll..: .:Jil"ol .*"
" .  A n o b l l e

4tng for 4no6,,"

50 East  Huron St . ,  Chicago, lL 60611



Y O U' U ADVAAI C E CO N F I D E NT LY
IN THEWORID OF TECHNOLOGY
...WHEN YOUR ON -UNE SYSTEM
,S BASED Oru UBRARY KNAilLEDGE
Bo ke r & Toy lo ft Ll BR I S I I O n - Li n e Acq u i sit i o n s Sy ste m represen ls
st ot eof -f he-o rt f ech n o I ogy cou pled w it h 1 5 5 yeo r s of I i b r o ry
expenence.
Only Boker &Toylor con offer o complete ocquisitions sys/em
feoturing:
. electronic ordering from the notion3 /orgesf sfock of books
. o 700.000+ fitle dotobose
. outomoted open-order control
. outomofed fund occounting
For detoils, confocf fhe Soles Deportmenf of the division
neo resl you. Ll BR IS I I, only f rom Bo ker & Toylor

EASTERN . 50 Kirby Avenue. Somerville, NJ 08876. (201)722-8OOO

MIDWESTERN , 50'l S Glodiolus Streel. Momence. lL 60954, t8151472-2444
SOUTHERN . Mt Olive Rood. Commerce, GA 30599. (404) 335-5000
WESTERN .380 Edison Woy. Reno. NV 89564, (7O2)786-6700

AKER & TAYL
o GRACEcompony

EXPER'ENCE YOU CAN DEPENDON



A practical, step-by-step guide
to the Anglo-American
Cataloguing Rules, 2d Edition

Handbook forAACR2
MARGARET MAXWELL

Designed as a companion to AACR2, this new work will as-
sist library school students and experienced catalogers in gain-
ing a clearer understanding of how to apply the most com-
monly used rules for description, choice of access points, and
form of heading as set forth in the Anglo-Americqn Catalogu-
ing Rules,2d Edition.

The Handbook is easy to use since it follows the now
familiar structure of AACR2. The organization also has im-
mediacy in its numbering of paragraphs to correspond with
specific rules of the code. Explanation and commentary,
together with full cataloging examples, are keyed to the brief
statements given by AACR2.

Rules are elaborated in three ways. First, each chapter
highlights basic directions and shows departures from AACRI
as well as relationships to other rules. Second, the rules are
presented more succinctly for better understanding. Third, for
almost every rule, a copy of a title page is given to show how
the rule is applied in actual practice.

544 pages Paper ISBN 0-3389-0301-0 $20.00

Order Department

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
50 East Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611
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EBSCONET A dynamic online system designed to meet the changing needs of librarians all over the world We listen
to suggestions, and requests. And rhen act on them EBSCONET is tailored to provide you with the best of technology
in a manner you can understand and use

Because EBSCO recognizes the different expectations of online systems, EBSCONET gives you a choice

EB5f,ENET.EBsf,ONET
oNLINE suBscRlPTloN sERvtcE SEq/AISCqUIROLS\fSIEN|
For as little as $250. Claim, order and access title and price For complere automation, including check-in, claiming,
information. Review Summary of Publications Orderid reference. binding, and union list reports
information. You can even locate missing issues-online. Sophisticated anJversatile C,oming soon are accounting
Withrn 24 hours you can be online to EBSCO's extensive ani routing.
data trase

--:j:;€
:4=s

EBSEUNET.
The Sysrems of Tomorrow Todav

EBSGO SUBSGRTPTIOI| I5E]TVTGES
P.O. Box 1943 Birmingham, AL 35201 (205)991-6600



At Midwest Library Service,
We Take The Team Approach

To Assist Your Library

To best serve your needs, we have formed five problem-solving service teams
to help take the hassle out of book-buying. Each team is composed of a Sales
Representative in the field and a Customer Service Representative in our home
office.

Once alerted by your phone call made on our Toll-Free WATS Line,
l-800-325-8833, (Missouri customers, please cal l  COLLECT 0-314-739-3100)
your problem-solving team, geographically assigned to your library, goes into

Midwest Library Service
11443 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton, Mo. 631)44

action immediately.

It is another facet of
Midwest Library Service's
tradition of excellence.

May we have lhe privilege
of serving your library?

"23 Years ol Seruice To College
and University Libraries"

Carl Dorr

(SOUTHEAST)

Forrest E. Link

(MTDWEST)



ftIE BINA FIRM ORDER
YOUR ORDERS IN

of over 3o,@o publishers and
comprehensiv€ Bibliographic
File. It curreody contains over
25o,ooo tiUes,including all new
titles beat€d by B/NA over the
pagt fiYe years, plus cunent
tuUiled and unfulfilled oideis.
Over 7o% of scholarly titles are
imirediately found, Those.not
found are enteled into the
Bibliographic File:

3. Tlle syrtempints your
otd€i which is elrecked against
BlNA.inventoriea in Lake Oswd-
go and Blackwood for shipment.
Tft e.syste4 also giles o.ut of -
pritlt aild Othei current Status
reports so we can notify you, or
begin automatic O/P searching.

4, The..sysl€m genetites . ..
publiiher purchase orderq, ff- .

SYSTEM:
HALF fHE TIMB.:-. FULFTTLTNG

your order is notin our inven-
tory, the system @at€q Pub:
Iisher.orders- You autqmadcally
receive a 3x5 status teFort. We
can also produce re$ular man-
agement reports in various
fomats, and now offer fund
accounting options.

5. We pick up orders and ship
then B/NA vans piek up from

Or'der dfa*n:fion
youtUb'ili Fil6,
,o,@+ re@rcm
PnbliEher File drd
aJo,oe+ ecfrds
in our Bibli6grqphia
File.

Publisher Purchase Orders

LIDX,ART




